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An exptoratory and comparative study of the concept of hope, as

described by nurses working on a Bone Marrow Transptant (BMT) unit and a

Paltiative Care unit. Semi-structured interviews were conducted with 6

nurses from each unit using Martocchio and Dufautt's Muttidimensional

Modet of Hope as a conceptuat framework. Several questions regarding the

concept hope as it retates to nursing practise were posed: 1) How do

nurses conceptualize and define hope, and does workplace setting influence

their concept of hope? 2) How do nurses incorporate their concept of hope

into nursing care and how does this manifest itself in their practice? 3) How

useful is Dufault and Martocchio's Multidimensional Model of Hope for the

study of hope as it pertains to nurses? Data were analyzed using thematic

content analysis. Findings reveal both similarities and differences between

the two groups in the manner in which hope was conceptualized. Both

groups of nurses used similar statements when describing cognitive and

affiliative aspects of hope. Cognitively hope was described as the process of

balancing truth with possibility. Decisions related to inspiring hope were

filtered through a process of moral decision-making. Hope was incorporated

into nursing practice through interactions where nurses connected with

patients in a meaningful and sincere manner. These resulted in affirmation

of personhood for patients and engendered trust between nurses and their

patients. Nurses from each unit differed in their statements about behavioral

and affective aspects of hope. The BMT nurses tended to adopt a fighting

stance and reported feelings that were conflicted, such as both joy and pain,

related to hoping. Conversely Palliative Care nurses repofted behaviors that

included resigning the fight and surrender. Further these nurses associated

feelings of peacefulness and calm most closely to hopefulness. Patient care

assignments need to reflect nursing time spent supporting the hope needs of

patients. Further adequate administrative measures that support nurses in

moral decision making should be implemented.

Abstract

vr11



statement of the Purpose and objectives of the Research project

lntroduction

This study is an exploration of the phenomenon of hope as perceived by

registered nurses working on a palliative care unit and a Bone Marrow

Transplant unit at two different tertiary care hospitals in winnipeg. The

research project sought to describe how nurses conceptualize the

phenomenon of hope and determine if and how workplace setting influences

the manner in which nurses defíne hope. Furthermore, the study examines

how hope is incorporated into nursing practice. Dufault and Martocchio's

"Multidímensional Model of Hope" (1985) provided a framework for the study

and its findings. The Multidimensionar Model of Hope (MMH) was developed

utilizing data gathered from chronically ill individuals and has never been

used to examine how hope is conceptualized by individuals free of illness. lt

is the asse¡tion of the researcher that the dimensions described in the model

are broad and describe interactive behaviours that may be manifested by

both nurses and patients during the hoping process.

Chapter one includes a description of the background of this research

area. The significance of nurses' conceptualization of hope as a research

topic is discussed and an explanation of the conceptual framework is

provided. The problem statement and research questions are delineated.

Definitions significant to this research are also provided.

Chapter I



Research related to the phenomenon of hope has a rich, albeit short,

history particularly among theologians and philosophers. As early as 1g5g

Ernst Bloch a German born Jewish atheist Maxist authored a book entifled

"The Hope Principle" (1959). Bloch viewed the world metaphorically as on a

journey proceeding on a mission from the unfinished past toward a future

which is not yet determined. He viewed individuals as living and acting on

the 'front' of time and hope as being part of that frontier of existence

(Schilling, 1967). Although he was greatly criticized by fellow Maxists for the

esoteric and frivolous nature of his work, he has generally been credited with

stimulating discourse (schilling) on the nature of hope, not only among

theologians and philosophers but eventually among psychologists and

nurses.

Leviton (1971), a rehabilitation psychologist examined the different

perspectives of professional health care providers and their patients about

rehabilitation issues that gave rise to tension in their relationships. She

repoñed that one of the most of the contentious areas cited by both patients

and professionals was that of hope contrasted with reality. Most patients in

her study reported a preference for a hopeful approach to therapy whereas

health care professionals underscored the importance of realistic goals.

Patients generally preferred a hopeful approach because "hope is comforting;

reality is painful; loss of hope can lead to serious emotional consequences;

and expert knowledge is impedect" (p. 237). Health care professionals

Background lnformation :



favored a realistic approach because of the positive value attributed to

knowledge or'truth' by professionals and they also reported that it protected

their professional integrity. Furthermore health care professionals stated that

the hopeful approach impeded the rehabilitation process and eventually lead

to depression because of 'false hope'. The study points out that hopes and

hoping can be a major source of tension between patients and their health

care providers.

Hope has also been the focus of psychological research. Ezra Stotland

(1969) was one of the earliest researchers who contributed to the

conceptualization of hope. He was a social psychologist who developed and

authored "The Theory of Hope" as a result of his work with individuals

suffering from mental illness. Stotland conceptualized hope in terms of

probability and significance of goal attainment, and linked these concepts to

the motivation to act. Hope, as defined by Stofland, is the greater then zero

expectation that a goal will be achieved. Stofland's theory is significant

because it has provided a framework for other researchers such as Raleigh

and Boehm (1994), and stoner and Keamfer (198s) who examined the

concept of hope among chronically ill individuals and people diagnosed with

cancer. Nurse researchers have generally concluded, however, that

Stotland's model of hope does not sufficiently address the

'multidimensionality of hope. The model emphasizes the cognitive aspects of

hope and therefore the social or affiliative and affective components of hope

are not addressed sufficiently.
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The significance of hope as an effective coping strategy was described by

Greene, O'Mahoney and Rungasamay (1982). They studied sixty chronically

ill individuals, acutely ill and hospitalized with deteriorating conditions, who

reported hope as a coping strategy which they utilized when confronted with

difficult aspects of acute and chronic illness. This was reported once again by

Hirth and Stewart (1994) among individuals awaiting heart transplantation.

Raleigh (1992) studied 90 patients with chronic illness and cancer and

reported that patients listed family and health care providers as the most

common sources of hope. This was achieved when patients perceived that

there was active listening or affirmation during their interactions with health

care providers. Participants in the study reported that "sustained and

meaningful" (p.447) relationships with health care providers contributed to

hopefulness.

Significance of the Problem

Hope takes on a special significance in health care settings. lllness is

typically associated with pain, unceftainty and vulnerability. Health Care

providers are sought out by patients in the hope that cures, treatments and

comfoft can be provided. There is reason to believe that hope enhances an

individuals' ability to cope with chronic and terminal illness (Dufault &

Mañocchio, 1985; Green, O'Mahoney, Rungasamy, 1982; Hall, 1989; Hedh,

1990). While many would suggest that hope is one of the core values of

health care culture (Wildes, 1999), most 'hope' researchers would agree that



the phenomenon of hope is under-researched and under utilized as a

therapeutic intervention (Bruera & Nekolaichuk, 1998).

Researchers such as Hall (1989), Perakyla (1991) and Simpson (2002)

maintain that patients in acute care settings are often dependant upon health

care providers to support their need for hope. They suggest that the nature of

that relationship is one of inequity in power with the patient having less power,

less information and less control. lllness can often erode an individual's

independence, and undermine his/her autonomy. The illness experience can

create a situation whereby people are dependent upon and vulnerable to

what health care providers say and do in terms of what can be hoped for.

Simpson (2002) states "since health-care providers have, on balance, more

power than patients, we need to ensure that we do not increase the power

imbalance by taking something away from patients ..." that will undermine

patients' ability to cope with the consequences of illness.

Hope is enacted through interactions such as conversations between

health care providers and their patients (Perakyla, 1991). Nurses in acute

care settings are responsible for the day-to-day care of patients and interact

with patients/families more than any other health care professional. Nurses

therefore are afforded opportunities to impact patients' and their families'

need for hope. lt is imporlant to understand how nurses conceptualize hope

because this will in part affect how capable or willing they are to engage in

interactions with patients that validate and support patients' need to hope

(Hall, 1989; Simpson, 2002).



Research related to how hope is conceptualized by health care

professionals, and its effect on their practice is limited. Yet if, as the research

suggests, health care professionals are key to inspiring and promoting hope

for those in their care, we need to gain a better understanding of what hope

means to them and what significance it has in their practice. Furthermore, we

should attempt to understand how nurses' workplace settings affect their

views of hope.

Conceptual Framework

Dufault and Martocchio's 'Multidimensional Model of Hope' provides a

framework to study hope and how it pertains to nurses and their practice.

This model incorporates two spheres of hope, particularized hope and

generalized hope, as well as six dimensions involved in the process of hoping

which include: the affective, cognitive, affiliative, behavioural, contextual, and

temporal dimensions. Dufault and Maftocchio's model is a useful framework

because it explains hope as multifaceted and process oriented. lt is not

limited by concepts that are linear and trait oriented. The two spheres and

the six shared dimensions influence each other and affect how the hoping

process manifests itself.

Dufault and Martocchio (1985) developed the "Multidemensional Model of

Hope" (MMH) as a result of studies conducted with 35 elderly cancer patients

(65 years and older) and with 47 terminally ill persons (14 years and older).

Data were collected over a two year period through participant observation, in

multiple settings including homes and hospitals. The propositions and
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assumptions are supported by data from their research and stated as

exemplars. The MMH does not expand on any given theory of behavior nor

does it seek to explain and predict behavior. Rather, the investigators sought

to articulate a model that identifies and describes behaviors related to hope.

The two spheres of hope 'generalized' hope and 'paÍicurarized' hope

influence each other but remain distinct. Generalized hope refers to an

overall sense of optimism that each individual possesses in accomplishing

life's daily tasks. lt is the belief that life holds some "future beneficial but

indeterminate developments" (p.380). Generalized hope is broad in scope

and is not linked to a particular object of hope. Dufault and Marocchio

describe generalized hope as an "intangible umbrella" which protects the

hopeful individual like a shield and allows an optimistic view of life.

Pafticularized hope is concerned with specifically desired outcomes, which

may include an object or even a state of being. Particularized hope demands

an investment in and a commitment to something specific, toward which the

hoping person can focus energy. ln this study particularized hope is related

to nursing practice.

Under some circumstances the manifestations of the generalized sphere

of hope become more apparent. These would include occurrences when

pafticularized hope is threatened or abandoned or when parlicular hope is

less consequential given a high degree of uncertainty and rapidly changing

conditions such as one may find in critical care situations. Manifestations of

generalized hope are also more evident when individuals have identified
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particular hope and adopt a generally hopeful outlook. The two concepts of

generalized and pafticularized hope as defined by Dufault and Martocchio are

analytically distinct but also contain overlapping dimensions. The combined

dimensions form the 'gestalt' of hope.

The dimensions of hope are each defined by a set of components that

structure the experience of hope. The changing emphasis within and among

the dimensions and their components characterize the process of hoping.

Multiple processes of hope related to different objects and events may be

active within the same person at the same time. The dimensions of hope and

their components are summ arized in Figure 1 .

Dufault and Martocchio's model includes five fundamental assumptions,

which are stated implicitly and explicitly.

. The first assumption is that hope is not only multidimensional but it is also

dynamic. This is explicitly stated within the model. The word hope can be

a noun as it relates to a desired goal but it is also a verb as it relates to a

process. lt is not limited to a single act and may change in response to

changing circumstances.

The second assumption, which is identified in the model, is that hope is

related to realistic possibility. Each individual must determine which goals are

realistic and which are not based upon their own cognitive processes and

experiences. There are issues surrounding the aspect of reality is referred to

in the model. Dufault and Martocchio are careful to recognize that reality is

defined according each individual's perception but disagreement among



researchers persists as to whether or not this is a significant factor related to

the process of hope.

9

Figure 1

. The third assumption explicitly stated is that uncertainty is always the

precursor to hope. without unceftainty there is no reason to hope. Hope

is linked only to those events that create instability for the individual even
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when those events are of a positive nature. There is no reason to hope

when an outcome is assured.

. The fourth assumption, not explicitly stated in the model, is that hope

serves as a prerequisite for action. Hope for a future good must be

present for an individual to take actions toward achieving it.

. Finally Dufault and Martocchio state that hopefulness and hopelessness

are not linear opposites at each end of a continuum. Rather, their

conceptualization suggests that there is always some dimension or sphere

of hope, present in any individual. Hope is assumed to be

multidimensional and process oriented rather then linearly unidimensional

and trait related.

Purpose of the Study

The purpose of this research was to explore the phenomenon of hope as

perceived and defined by registered nurses working with Palliative Care and

Bone Marrow Transplant patients. The study also sought to describe how

nurses incorporate their concept of hope into their practice and whether this

was affected by their workplace setting. The specific research questions

were:

1. How do nurses conceptualize and define hope, and does

workplace setting influence their concept of hope?

2. How do nurses incorporate their concept of hope into nursing care

and how does this manifest itself in their practice?
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3. How useful is Dufault and Martocchio's Multidimensional Model of

Hope for the study of hope as it pertains to nurses?

Assumptions

The following assumptions were made related to this research project:

1. Uncertainty is always the precursor to hope. Without uncertainty

there is no reason to hope. lllness creates uncertainty for patients

and for those who are involved in their care (Bruera & Nekolaichuk,

1998; Dufault & Martocchio, 1985; Hall, 1989).

2. Hope is an important aspect of coping with serious chronic and

terminal illness (Dufault & Martocchio, 1985; Hirlh & Stewart , 1994;

Raleigh, 1992).

Hope is related to possibility, which is determined and perceived by

each individual and based upon individual cognitive processes and

experiences (Dufault & MaÉocchio; Hall, 1989, Penson, 2000).

Nurses can influence/ affect hopefulness among the patients they

interact with (Herth, 1995; Koopminers et al., 1997; Miller, 19Bg).

Nurses experience hope for patients in their care which guides

nursing interventions and the goals for outcomes of care (Perakyla,

1ee1).

Nurses are able to reflect upon and arliculate their experiences

related to the concept of hope as it pertains to their practice.

3.

4.

5.

6.
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The list of assumptions arises from Dufault and Martocchio's

'Multidimensional Model of Hope', a review of the literature surrounding

the phenomenon of hope and the researcher's own personal

observations within her own practice as a nurse.

Definition of Terms

For the purposes of this study the definition of hope is derived

from the MMH. Hope is a multidimensional life force characterized by

a confidant yet unceftain expectation of achieving a future good which

to the hoping person is possible and personally significant. Further,

hope work is defined as recurrent interactional patterns of behavior

among caregivers, patients and family members that either enhance or

diminish hope in the clinical setting.



A review of the literature begins with an overview of the concept of

hope from a historicat perspective. Most of the research surrounding the

concept of hope reftects the experience of individuats who are itt, therefore

research retated to hope as experienced by individuals diagnosed with

ittness is presented. The benefits, retated to hope and individuats with

ittness as described in the literature, are discussed. Concepts retated to

hope including uncertainty, retigiosity and realistic hope are examined.

Current research retated to hope as it is perceived by nurses and how it

retates to nursing practice is reviewed. The literature review is confined to

the fietd of nursing, atthough psychotogical and theological and

phitosophical literature is incorporated into the discussion of the history and

conceptual modets of hope.

HistoricaI Perspective

The Miriam Webster Dictionary (1976) provides two definitions for the

term 'hope' as it is both a noun and a verb. Hope as the noun is

characterized as a "desire accompanied by expectation or betief in

futfittment" and "as someone or something on which hopes are centered"

(p.551 ). Hope as the verb is defined as "to cherish a desire with

expectation of futfittment" (p.551 ).

Chapter ll

Review of the Literature

lntroduction

l3
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Hope is personifÍed in Greek mythotogy by the pitifut creature remaining

in Pandora's Box (Snyder et at. , 1991). Pandora was overwhetmed by

curiosity and she opened a box given to her by Zeus. She unwittingty

reteased atl manner of aitments into the wortd but hope was atso ptaced in

the box to provide sotace to 'mortats' and assuage Zeus' conscience.

Throughout history the concept of hope has evolved to become broadly

ingrained into western cutture. The advent of Judaic and Christian retigions

gave rise to the notion that one coutd hope for a better [ife, if not in this

wortd, then perhaps in the one after death (Dattmayer, 1989). Judaic and

Christian traditions have viewed hope as a "goad to action" (Witdes, 1999).

Throughout att of their triats of wandering, God was ever before the Hebrew

people and continued to 'ture' them out of their comptacency and comfort

toward the'tand of mitk and honey'. Christians betieve that hope is

embodied in the event of Jesus' birth, death and resurrection. lndeed in

recent times the Christmas Season is often commerciatty characterized as

the 'season of hope'.

Nineteenth century poets such as Shettey and Tennyson portrayed hope

as both a btessing and curse. Odes were composed in which hope was

romanticized as a source of strength, which attowed peopte to persevere

when that which was most cherished was threatened in some manner.

Conversety hope was atso portrayed as a burden because at its core hope

includes an etement of uncertainty as wetl as possibil.ity.
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...between desire and fear thou wert poor heart, a wretched
thing...Then Hope approached, she who can borrow for poor to-
day from rich tomorrow, And Fear withdrew..." (Shettey, 1904,
p.275)

The rocks have bruised thee sore, but angets' wings, Grow best
from bruises, hope from anguish springs." (Tennyson, 1864,
p.72)

Ships were used as a symbot, by artists such as Wittiam Btake (1757-

1827) and Max Beckman (1884-1950), to visualty represent the concept of

hope. Btake created the symbol. of the moon boat or ark as an image of

hope (Warner, 1980). As an object of light, the moon symbotizes the

promise of the return of the sun. The moon, which goes through its cycte

with reassuring regutarity, has been tinked with women's reproductive

cyctes thus signifying the promise of birth and the renewal of [ife. The

moon ark was used by Btake to depict hope in terms of "sanctuary as well as

of rebirth and immortatity" (Warner, 1980, p.46\. Simitarty Beckman used

two ships at sea to represent hope in his painting 'Viareggio'. The ships as

we[[ as the sea are used to depict the "unreachabte promise of stitl justified

hope" (Shutz-Hoffman, C.; Weiss, C.,1984, p.32).

ln more recent times the phenomenon of hope has become an

important aspect of heatth care culture. The medicat model founded on the

teachings of Hippocrates, imptores the physician to maintain hope even in

the face of death (Warr, 1999). Health Care lnstitutions, such as the

Winnipeg Heatth Sciences Centre (HSC) and the Heatth Sciences Centre

Research Foundation, have acknowledged the significance of hope with such



logos as "May hope ftourish in this ptace" and "Hope and Excellence in

Research" which, appear on fund raising literature and annual reports.

McGee (1984) utitized propositions gteaned from the literature to

extend a model of hope. The purpose for this model was to gain knowtedge

about the concept of hope so that "heatth care providers can become a

more powerfuI force against unreatistic hopefutness and unjustified

hopetessness among patients..." (p.34). McGee proposes that hope and

hopetessness are potar opposites on a continuum but that despair and hope

are overtapping concepts. Hope is conceptuatized as having both a state

and trait component. As a trait, hope is an individuat's predisposition

toward a hopefu[ or a hopetess view of tife. The state component of hope

refers to perceptions of probabitity of goal attainment and perceptions of

external and internal resources required to achieve desired goats.

lndividuats' responses to ittness are grouped into one of six categories which

include: unjustifiabty hopefut, reatistic copers, fragite copers, chronicatty

fearfut, and unreatistic hopetessness. The role of heatth care professionats

is to support patients toward the [eve[ of 'reatistic copers'. This model is

narrow and linear in its approach to the concept of hope because of the

emphasis it ptaces on reatistic hope. Reatistic hope is not wetl defined by

the model nor is it supported by research.

Models of Hope

t6
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As mentioned earlier Ezra Stotland, a social psychologist developed a

'Theory of Hope' based upon his work as a social psychotogist. Snyder et a[

(1991) further elaborated on this model and offered a new model of hope.

They propose that hope is a "stable cognitive set" (p.571) which is derived

from goal directed determination and plans or 'pathways' to achieve

desired goats. Hope is viewed as a consistent personatity trait which has

two components, agency or 'the wi[t' and pathways 'the way'. They

suggest that emotions are not irretevant to the phenomenon of hope, but

that they are "simpty the sequelae of cognitive appraisats of goat related

activities" (p.573). Hope can be nurtured in the low hoping individuat by

the estabtishment of cognitive sets focused on agency or on pathways. This

model is strongty focused toward the quantification of hope and disregards

the profoundly personal experience of hope.

Nekotaichuk, Jevne, and Maguire (1999) attempted to capture the

personal meaning of hope within the context of heatth and iltness. ln order

to develop a model of hope, they created a research tool using a 'semantic

differential technique' or pairs of adjectives. Questionnaires were

devetoped based on Dufautt and Martocchio's model of hope and contained

six concepts retated to hope. Five hundred and fifty participants were

asked to share their personal views about hope by rating each hope retated

concept with 50 pairs of adjectives. The non-probabitity sampte equatly

represented both heatthy adutts and those with chronic or terminal ittness.

A model of hope emerged from the data which suggested that individuats



experience hope in three interconnected reatms. The experience of hope

was described as an inner experience which was labetted the reatm of

personal spirit. Hope is inftuenced by the predictabitity of situations and

was labetted as the reatm of risk. The reatm of authentic caring reftects the

experience of hope within relationships. Hope is inftuenced by the comfort

and caring provided by retationships, but atso by the credibitity of those 
i

retationships. The researchers did not report what or if differences existed

between the group of heatthy adutts and those with chronic or terminal

ittness. The model lacks the breadth of Dufautt and Martocchio's model and

therefore does not reftect the comptexity of hope.

Certain critical attributes of hope are shared by each of the modets.

The first is a focus on time, specificatly the future. A second attribute of

hope is that of energized action or behaviours focused toward goal

attainment. Finatty, actions are directed toward achievement of a goal that

is considered to be 'good' or desirabte by the hoping individuat. The

comptex nature of hope is not wetl reftected by any of the models. Within

their definitions of hope, att of the models quatify that hope must be

reatistic, but they fail to consider how reatity shoutd be determined and by

whom.

t8



Kaye Herth (1990) interviewed 30 terminatty itt individuats to exptore

the meaning of hope during terminal iltness and to identify strategies that

terminatty itt individuals use to maintain and foster hope. The sampte

inctuded individuats diagnosed with cancer, AIDS and ALS. Herth used a

convenience sampte of terminatty itt adutts from three hospice programs. A

semi-structured interview format was used and participants were atso asked

to comptete the Herth Hope lndex scate. The interview guide was provided

to participants at initiat contact to attow them time to reftect upon their

responses one week prior to being interviewed. The descriptions that

resulted were comprehensive and in-depth. lnterviews were conducted on

three separate occasions with each participant. The findings revealed that

these terminatty individuals viewed hope as dynamic and comptex invotving

thoughts, feetings and actions. Hope attowed the participants to develop a

new awareness of the 'possibte' which led them to live their lives in a

manner that they had never tried before. Hope was atso defined as an

inner power that "facititates transcendence of the present situation and

movement toward new awareness and enrichment of being" (p.1256).

Hope-fostering strategies that were identified by the participants inctuded

interpersonal connectedness, attainabte aims, uptifting memories and

affirmation of worth. Hope-hindering factors inctuded abandonment and

isotation, uncontrotlabte pain and discomfort, and devatuation of

Hope in lndividuals with Terminal lllness or Cancer

The Meaning of Hope

t9
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personhood. lnterestingly levets of hope as measured by the Herth Hope

lndex were consistentty higher at the third interview then at the first

interview. This coutd be related to various factors including famitiarity with

the scate and a desire to ptease the interviewer who by the third interview

woutd have become better known to the participant. Further, the

participant may have had more opportunity for setf-reflection, which may

have contributed to higher levels of hope.

Hatt (1994) utitized interpretive interactionism to exptore the

experiences of 10 individuats in the advanced stages of HIV disease in order

to detineate a definition of hope and the manner in which hope was

maintained. Each individual was interviewed on 3 separate occasions and

each interview lasted from 45 minutes to 2 hours. The interviews focused

on experiences related to their ittness that had created epiphanies for the

participants. These were moments that had marked on their lives in a

powerful way. Major epiphanies included statements about moments that

had been life shattering and forever changed the tife of the individuat.

Minor epiphanies were those that that revealed tensions and provided

continual turning points. Cumutative epiphanies were major turning points

in the individuat's life that resutted from an accumutation of experiences.

The definition of hope inducted from the findings was contrary to previous

definitions found in the literature.

Specificatty Hatt's findings did not support the assertion by some

researchers that hope is a function of how reatistic it is related to the
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person's diagnosis. The meaning of hope for this sample reflected an

optimistic view of the future that invotved having a future in spite of the

diagnosis, as wetl as a renewed 'zest' for [ife. Furthermore, hope for these

individuats meant finding a reason for living that had not been evident prior

to their diagnosis. The data reveated that the individuats maintained hope

in four major ways which inctuded invotvement in work or vocation and

estabtishing supportive social networks. Most significantty the findings

reveated that 'miractes' were an important factor in the maintenance of

hope. White some of these miractes had a retigious ftavour, many

participants described the miracle of tife change. These resutted in part

from lifestyte changes brought about by their diagnosis. The participants

fett that they were a "tiving miracte" (p.291). These miractes, according to

Hatt, were not according to Hat[ forms of deniat, nor did they prevent

participation in activities that were heatth enhancing. Hatt states that this

was a coping strategy used by participants when they were too

overwhelmed by their ittness and dying.

Morse and Doberneck (1995) used a stightty different approach in

detineating the meaning of hope as it pertains to individuats with ittness.

They utitized interview data from four patient groups inctuding heart

transptant patients, patients with spinal cord injuries, breast cancer

patients and breastfeeding mothers. Using a made for television fitm,

"snowbound: The Jim and Jenny Stotpa Story" as an exemplar, the

researchers used content analysis to develop seven "abstract and universal
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components" (p. 278) of hope. These were: a reatistic assessment of the

predicament or threat; the envisioning of atternatives and estabtishing

goats; bracing for negative outcomes; a reatistic assessment of personal

resources and of external conditions and resources; the soticitation of

mutuatty supportive retationships; the continuous evatuation for signs that

reinforce the setected goats; and a determination to endure. These

conceptual components were then verified by a review of the interview

data obtained from the four distinct groups. Morse and Doberneck maintain

that the seven components of hope derived from the content anatysis of the

movie were ctearty reftected in the interview data. Further they noted

different patterns for the manner in which hope was manifested by each

group.

Heart transptant patients were described as focusing hope toward the

chance of obtaining an organ. These participants had no atternative but to

wait for an organ and persist in maintaining a positive outtook. This type of

hope was labetted as'hoping for a chance for a chance'. Hoping in the

spinal cord injured group was manifested as working toward smatl

incremental gains and thus was labetted as 'incremental hope'. Breast

cancer patients continuously deatt with the threat of devastating

treatments or that of recurrence of cancer. These women fought to keep

negative thoughts at bay. Hope manifested itsetf as getting past different

barriers and therefore was tabelted as 'hoping against hope'. Breastfeeding

mothers devetoped hopes around 'what ifs'. They were preoccupied with
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the devetopment of atternative plans in case competing demands prevented

them from breastfeeding. Hope in this group manifested itsetf in the

resotution of potential probtems and was therefore named as 'provisional

hope'. Morse and Doberneck suggest that the intensity of hope was not

inftuenced as much by the tiketihood of goal attainment as it was by the

number of atternatives availabte to achieve that goat. The fewer the

number of atternatives avaitabte to the individual the greater the intensity

of hope.

The research literature reftects the highty complex nature of hope.

The meaning of hope is individual and it is inftuenced by the context, which

creates the opportunity for hoping. Hope is tinked to possibitity and

uncertainty more significantty then it is associated to reatity. Hope attows

individuats to cope with or manage the uncertainty associated with ittness

more effectivety. Finatty hope can be fostered or hindered through

retationships with others. Hope resutts from a connectedness with others

and attows transcendence toward an awareness that enriches tife

experiences.

Strategies that Maintain Hope

Mitter (1989) found that hope inspiring strategies were utilized by the

ó0 participants in her study who had survived a critical ittness. The

strategies inctuded thought processes whereby individuats consciousty chose

to assess unfavourabte perceptions about events as less threatening.

lndividuats remained hopefut by maintaining a determined mental attitude
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that a positive outcome was possible. Retationships with famity and

significant others attowed the participants to feel that they mattered and

that there were others with whom they coutd share their difficutties.

Participants atso reported that retationships with heatth care professionats

that were encouraging, warm and sincere contributed positivety to

hopefulness. SpirituaI strategies inctuded those that enabted a

transcendence of suffering based on a retationship with God. Finatty goat

attainment was atso used to maintain hope. These goats were usuatty short

term and valued by the participant.

Ersek (1992\ used a grounded theory approach to detineate processes

of maintaining hope for individuats undergoing bone marrow transptant.

She interviewed 10 men and 10 women who were undergoing bone marrow

transptantation. Three interviews were conducted with each participant

during each phase of the bone marrow transptant process. The findings

revealed that there were two main components to the process of hoping

which were tabetted as'dealingwith it'and'keeping it in its ptace'.

'Deating with it' invotved behaviours and thoughts invotved in confronting

the negative possibitities associated with the itlness experience. These

inctuded appraisal of the ittness experience as a threat, attowing emotional

responses inctuding fear and sadness, and finatly 'working through' it and

'moving on' where participants sought to limit the impact of the threat and

achieved temporary ctosure. 'Keeping it in its place' was defined as the

process of managing the impact of ittness and its treatment. Strategies
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within this component inctuded managing cognitions, emotiona[ responses

to ittness, maintaining a sense of controt, maintaining a fighting stance,

minimizing uncertainty, and focusing on the future day to day.

Sateh and Brockopp (2001) conducted interviews with nine bone

marrow transptant recipients to gain a better understanding of concept of

hope. More specificatty the researchers sought to identify strategies that

participants used to sustain hope. Using a semi structured interview guide

each participant was interviewed during their hospitatization for bone

marrow transplantation. The anatysis reveated six major themes that

functioned as strategies to foster hope. These are sÍmitar to those reported

eartier by Herth (1997; 1993). Participants reported that estabtishing

affirming retationships with famity, friends and health care providers

assisted them in remaining hopefut. Anticipating survivat, living in the

present, and fostering ongoing accomplishment were atso important aspects

of maintaining hope. Finally, staying positive and feeting connected with

God were also used extensively by participants as strategies to remain

hopefut.

Research with individuats who are itl demonstrates commonatities in

the strategies used to maintain hope. A positive or determined mental

attitude toward desired goats enhanced hopefutness. Meaningful and

sincere retationships with others that were supportive and nurturing atso

fostered hope in individuals who were i[l'. These retationships inctuded

famity, friends and heatth care professionats as wetl as a retationship with



God. Gaining an understanding of illness within the context of their lives

and estabtishing attainabte goals were atso identified, by individuats with

ittness, as strategies that were used to maintain hope.

It is generatly acknowtedged in the literature that ittness taxes an

individuat's coping resources (Lazurus and Folkman, 1984). Hope enhances

a person's abitity to cope with ittness by mediating the consequences of

stressfuI situations and by facititating the appraisal of events as manageabte

(Fotkman et at, 1991).

The Benefits of Hope

Rideout and Montemuro (1986) examined the retationship between

hope and adaptation to ittness. The study invotved a convenience sampte of

23 individuats with chronic congestive heart failure who attended a heart

faiture ctinic in a tertiary care hospitat. A 'descriptive anatytic' survey was

utilized to cottect data. The data were cottected at one point in time. The

participant's physicat status was assessed by the clinical nurse specialist at

the ctinÍc and quantified using Lee's 13 point scatel. Participants were

asked to comptete the McMaster Heatth2 lndex to determine levets of

physical and social function. Finatty the Beck Hopetessness scate3 was used
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I A l3 point scale that assigns numerical value for the presence and extent ofeach ofthe signs and
symptoms associated with heart failure including: dyspnea, crackles, abnormal heart rate, right heart
failure and chest film abnormality.

2 A scale which uses yes/no responses to questions regarding a range ofphysical and social functions
including: mobility, self-care, housework, sensory communication, social participation, leisure time,
hobbies, family, and feelings about friendships.
3 A 20-ite.tt true/false scale consisting of statèments such as the likelihood of attaining desirable goals
or improvement in living conditions. The lower the scale the less hopeless the individual is.
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to assess levets of hopetessness. The researchers were not abte to estabtish

a corretation between levels of hope and physical function, but there was a

moderate to good retationship (p= -0.501) between tevels of hopetessness

and socia[ function. Participants who scored lower in terms of hopetessness

had a higher score in social functioning. The research suggests that hopeful

individuats are more tikety to remain engaged in [ife's activities then those

who are not hopefut, regardtess of physicat function.

Kaye Herth (1989) conducted research with 120 individuats, who were

receiving chemotherâpy, to determine the relationship between hope and

coping response. The Herth Hope lndexa was used to measure [evets of

hopefulness white the Jatowiec Coping Scates assessed coping response.

The participants suffered from varying types of matignant tumours and were

receiving chemotherapy in either, an inpatient, an outpatient or a home

setting. A purposive sampte was utitized to ensure even distribution among

att three settings. Herth reported a significant retationship (p=0.001)

between the [eve[ of hope and the l'evel of coping response. Further she

reported that levels of hope and coping were adversety affected by the

amount of interference with famity and social functions retated to the

chemotherapy.

a A scale, which includes 32 items to which participants respond 'applies to me' or 'does not apply to
me'. The scale includes statements about positive expectancies, personal competency, and future
orientation. The higher the score achieved the greater the level of hope. Cronbach alpha of 0.84 and
0.89 were determined in pre-testing and during the presént study.
t The JCS is a 40 item, 5 point Likert scale, which asks participants how often coping strategies are

used. Coping strategies are grouped into eight coping styles: confronting, evasive, optimistic,
fatalistic, emotive, palliative, supportive, and self-reliant
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Hirth and Stewart (1994) reported similar findings in their study

invotving 31 patients awaiting cardiac transplantation in four different

centres across Canada. The study sought to examine the retationships

between hope, coping and social support. Participants were asked to

comptete the Mitter Hope scateó and the Jalowiec Coping scate in order to

assess hope and coping levets. The Norbeck Sociat SupportT questionnaire

was used to determine levets of social support. Using Pearson Product

Moment Corretation to examine retationships among variabtes, Hirth and

Stewart found that hope was the onty significant predictor of coping

effectiveness. lnterestingty, participants in this study reported a higher

tevel of hope then was obtained by Mitter and Powers (1988) utilizing the

same scate among 522 heatthy individuats.

Post-White, Ceronsky, Kreitzer, Nickelson, Drew, Watrud-Mackey,

Koopmeiners, and Gutknecht (1996) exptored the retationships between

hope, sense of coherence and quatity of tife among 64 individuats who were

diagnosed with cancer. A semi-structured interview tool was modeled on

Hinds (1984) grounded theory approach to determine how participants

defined and maintained hope. The Herth Hope lndex was used to assess

levets of hope white a 13 item subset of Antonovshy's Sense of Coherence

6 Th" Miller Hope scale is a 4O-item scale using a 6-point Likert format ranging from very strongly

disagree (l) to very strongly agree (6). It measures satisfaction with self, others, and life, as well as

avoidance of hope th¡eats and anticipation of a future. Cronbach's alpha for internal consistency was

.93 as determined by Miller and Powers (1988).
7 This scale was developed to measure social support. It includes 3 functional aspects of social support

including affect, afhrmation, and aid as well as 5 structural aspect which include, network size, source

ofsupport, duration ofrelationships frequency ofcontact and network loss. Inter-correlations between

all functional items is reported to be 0.72-0.92 and for structural items 0.88-0.96.
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Scates determined participant's perception of the manageabitity of tife.

Quatity of tife was measured by the Dartmouth Quatity of Life Toote. The

researchers demonstrated that individuats with a strong sense of coherence

were more tikety to appraise stressors in a more positive manner and assess

difficutt events as manageabte. These individuals were atso more tikety to

report higher levets of hope and a better quality of tife. lnterestingty, the

retationship between severity of itlness and levets of hope was not

significant.

determine the retationship between hope and heatth promoting behaviours.

The study demonstrated a positive retationship between hope and heatth

promoting behaviours. Fowter noted, however, that participants in her

study reported higher levelsof hope then was reported by Herth (1992) with

individuats who were essentialty heatthy. She suggests that ittness perhaps

provides an impetus for, or motivation to hope.

Fowter (1997\ studied 42 individuats wìth Parkinson's disease to

White these studies demonstrate co-relational and not causal

retationships, there is reason to betieve that hope enhances an individuat's

abitity to cope with iltness. Hope has been tinked to a better sense of

coherence which attows individuats to assess difficutt events as manageabte

and in turn enabtes better coping. Furthermore hopefuI individuats are

I Antonovsky's Sense of Coherence Scale assesses the degree to which individuals perceive life as

comprehensible, the manageability of life siruations and the importance or meaningfulness of each life
sihration.
e This tool was developed by the Department of Community and Family Medicine at Dartmouth
Medical Center. It is a 9 item tool using 5 point Likert scales to indicate agreement or disagreement
with statements about physical fìtness, feelings, daily and social activities, pain, change in health,

social support and perceived quality oflife.



more tikety to report a higher quatity of tife regardtess of the severity of

disease.

Related Concepts

Uncertainty, Fear and Hope

Morse and Penrod (1999) re-analyzed data from three previous studies

to gain an understanding of the retationship between the concepts of hope

and uncertainty. They suggest that the goal of individuals confronted with

ittness is to somehow change their present situation. Most individuals seek

to minimize or atteviate the effects of disease. Several pathways to attain

thÍs goal may present themsetves but the person does not know which offers

the best outcome. The goal is clear but the means to achieve is not and

this creates a state of uncertainty for the individual. Hope was found to be

immobitized during this state of uncertainty. Despite the presence of a goal

the lack of a means to achieve it did not altow the person to perceive a

future.

Wonghongkul, Moore, Musit, Schneider and Deimting (2000) examined

the retationship between uncertainty, hope and appraisal of harm. They

surveyed 71 women with breast cancer and found that high [evels of hope

corresponded with lower levets of uncertainty. This resutted in a decrease

in the [eve[ of harm and threat appraisat.

Cohen and Dawson (2000) exptored the experience of autologous bone

marrow transptantation among 20 adutts who had undergone the treatment.

Open ended interview questions were used to ensure that the content

30
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discussed was determined by the participant not the interviewer. Content

analysis of verbatim transcripts reveated the prevaiting theme of fear that

was balanced with hope for survivat. Fear was retated to the unknown, loss

of controt, and death. Participants reveated that the most effective coping

strategy used to minimize the effects of their fears was a focus on hope for

survivat. ln fact, hope for survival was consistently reported as the primary

reason for engaging in this difficutt therapy.

As mentioned eartier, terminatty itt individuats who participated in

Hatt's study (1994) reported retigious miractes as a way that hope was

maintained. Ha[[ stated that these were extraordinary ways in which

individuats were sensitized to and asserted control over their problems,

emotions and bodies. The participants reported that miractes in

combination with retigion promoted a betief that God stitl cared enough to

watch over them or care for them when they coutd not care for themselves.

Hatl observed that "Church or retigious betief served as a vehicte to

understand death or the keep a positive attitude in difficutt situations" (p.

288).

Micktey and Soeken (1993) reported a positive retationship between

hope and intrinsic retigiosity among Angto-American women with breast

cancer, but this was not reflected in a group of Hispanic-American women

with breast cancer. They suggest that retigiosity may be more ingrained

Retigiosity and Hope



into the cutture of Hispanic Americans and therefore experienced

differentty by the women in the study.

Fehring, Mitter and Shaw studied 100 etderty individuats to determine

the relationships among retigiosity, spiritual wetl being, hope and

depression. They administered Gorsuch and McPherson's lntrinsic and

Extrinsic Retigiosity lndexl0 atong with Pal.outzian and Ettison's Spirituat Wett

Being Scatell and the Mitter Hope Scale to participants. Each scate had a

retiabitity of 0.83 or greater. The researchers concluded that intrinsic

retigiosity and spiritual wett-being were positivety correlated with higher

levets of hope. These atso corresponded with positive mood states.

Benzein, Norberg and lnger Saveman (1998) examined the concept of

hope as defined by a group of heatthy Pentecostatists in Sweden. They

interviewed 16 men and women regarding their experience of hope. Hope

was defined by these participants as a heaventy and earthly phenomenon

which they retated to the resurrection of Jesus Christ. They considered the

Bibte as the uttimate truth which atso functioned as a frame of reference

for any life situation. Hope was experienced as a future imagined reatity

and focused on eternity and life after death. Prayer was the primary

activity which the participants engaged in to maintain hopefutness. lf

prayers were answered hope was enhanced.

32

'0 The Intrinsic/Extrinsic Religiosity Scale is l4-item scale with a 5 point Likert response format that
asks participants to indicate agreement or disagreement with statements about intrinsic religiousness
(i.e. My whole approach to life is based on my religion) and extrinsic religiousness (i.e. I go to church
to spend time rvith my friends).

" The Spi.irual Well-Being Scale uses two subscales to measure religious well-being and existential
well-being. Parlicipants use a 6 point Likert scale to indicate agree or disagree with statements.



Satander, Bergenheim and Henriksson (1996) used a grounded theory

approach to study individuats who had been diagnosed with matignant brain

tumours. Their findings suggest that patients acted cognitivety to protect

and create hope surrounding the diagnosis and treatment of matignant brain

tumours. The finding that patients maintained hope, even when faced with

the certainty of a poor prognosis, was attributed by the researchers to

"cognitive construction of ittusions" (p. 988). The individuats in this study,

however, reported that they fett wet[ and remained functionatly the same

individuats that they had been prior to their diagnosis. lt appears that the

participants' personal experiences and reatities retated to iltness, were

retegated by the researchers to that of ittusion and deniat.

Reatistic hope is mentioned in severat modets and studies related to

hope. There is a definite imptication within the literature that if an

individuat, diagnosed with a serious or terminal ittness, professes a strong

witt to live or demonstrates high levets of hope then that person is somehow

not accepting of reatity (Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985; Ettiott, Herrick &

Witty, 1991; Hinds, 1988; McGee 1984; Stoner & Keampfer, 1985). The

assumption which underties this assertion is that heatth care professionats

are in the best position to distinguish between reatistic and unreatistic hope

within the context of ittness (Bruera & Nekotaichuk, 1998). Reatistic hope

has not emerged as a significant concept retated to hope. Researchers have

not reported reatistic hope as a prevaiting theme when exploring the

Realistic Hope

JJ
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concept of hope with individuats diagnosed with chronic and terminal itlness

(Hatt, 1989; Herth, 1990;1993; Nekotaichuk, Jevne, & Maguire, 1999).

The emphasis ptaced on reatistic hope, by nurse researchers, is

perhaps retated to the ditemma described by Leviton (1971). Heatth care

professionals favoured a realistic approach, rather then the hopeful

approach preferred by patients, to rehabititative care because of the vatue

that they assigned to knowtedge. Knowtedge was equated to the truth and

consequentty the more knowtedge that one possessed the better they were

positioned to assess the reatities of a given situation. Unfortunatety we

cannot know at[ that we do not know and therefore attempts to quatify

hopes as reatistic or unreatistic seem futite and unhetpfut.

lnfluence on Hope by Heatth Care Professionals

Koopmeiners, Post-White, Gutknecht, Ceronsky, Niketson, Drew,

Watrud-Mackay, and Kreitzer (1997) interviewed 32 oncology patients to

exptore how heatth care professionats influence or inspire hope. They used

a semi-structured interview too[ used in previous research by Post-White et

at (1996). Data were cotlected and anatyzed by a muttidisciptinary team of

10 which inctuded oncotogy nurses, nurse researchers, and chaptains using

manifest content analysis. Physicians (75%) and nurses (63%) were most

frequentty identified by participants as contributing to their hope.

Participants reported that 'being present' by taking time to tatk and

Hope and Nurses
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interact with patients was the most effective way that health care

professionats inspired hope.

Wong-Wytie and Jevne (1997) reported simitar findings in their

descriptive study with 8 HIV seropositive individuats. Participants were

asked to provide descriptive accounts of Ínteractions, with heatth care

professionals, that had inftuenced their hope. The anatysis reveated that

hopeful interactions with physicians were those that were 'descriptive' as

opposed to 'prescriptive' in the provision of diagnosis and information

retated to treatment and prognosis. Furthermore, hopefuI interactions

were those that were perceived by the informant as connected and

welcoming, versus those where there was disconnectedness with the heatth

care professional and where the participants fett they were being

dismissed. Hopefut interactions recognized the human experience of ittness

rather then just the treatment of signs and symptoms of disease.

Owen (1989) attempted to devetop an understanding of the concept of

hope by soticiting vivid descriptions of hopefuI patients from ctinical nurse

speciatists who worked with oncotogy patients. Six participants were

recruited and interviewed and the verbatim transcripts were anatyzed using

content anatysis. Hopeful patients were described by nurses as those that

had the abitity to set goats and to redefine those goats as their changing

physical status required. HopefuI patients inctuded those indÍviduats that

Hope as Perceived by Nurses
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equated hope with a meaningfut tife and who were at peace with their

situations.

Perakyta (1991) is one of the earliest researchers to have studied the

concept of hope as it pertains to heatth care providers including nurses. She

used a Grounded ïheory approach to examine "hope work" þ. a07) among

both patients and heatth care providers in a hospital in Fintand. Participant

observation was used to cottect 1,706 pages of data during a ten-month

period. Three different wards were inctuded in her study. Perakyta found

that hope was enacted through social interactions, such as conversations,

that take ptace between patients and heatth care providers. Hope work was

categorized into three types: curative hope work is present when the

patient is defined as 'getting better'; patliative hope work is introduced

when treatments are focused toward hetping patients to 'feel better'; and

the work of dismantting hope is manifested when patients are deemed 'past

recovery'. Perakyta reported that there was a prevaiting type and intensity

of hope work promoted by heatth care providers on each of the units

studied. The very existence of different types of hope work became a

source of conftict between heatth care providers and patients and atso

amongst heatth care providers themsetves.

Perakyta conctuded that persons producing conversation may not

atways be aware of the deticate imptications of their words. Consequently

they may consider themsetves as merety sharing 'facts' when actuatty their

conversations are doing the work of reinforcing curative hope. lf
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unrecognized, curative hope work may continue even when it is no longer

consistent with the patients' physicat condition. Perakyta's findings are a

reftection of her observations, and therefore do not address the reftexive

nature of hope work and how it inftuences professional practice. lt may be

possibte that heatth care professionals would have described the purpose of

their communication, with patients and with each other, as reframing hope,

rather than dismantling it.

Cutctiffe (1995) interviewed nurses to examine how they inspire or

institl hope in peopte terminatly itt with AIDS. A Grounded Theory design

was chosen for this research. Data were cottected by means of non-

standardized, semi-structured interviews with one third of nurses working

on the liaison psychiatry unit. The author never specifies the actual number

of nurses who were inctuded in the study. Among the core variabtes

identified by the study was "Reflection in action". Nurses reported that

inspiration of hope was affected by setf-awareness or internal agendas

brought to each interaction with patients. Cutctiffe, however, does not

explore how hope was conceptuatized by particÍpants.

Landeen, Kirkpatrick, Woodside, Byrne, Bernardo, and Pawtick (1996)

identified factors, which inftuenced hopefutness in nurses who worked with

schizophrenic patients in both community and inpatient settings. Fifteen

nurses participated in semi-structured interviews. Dufautt and Martocchio's

MMH was used as a framework for the study. Landeen et a[ categorized

responses within either the sphere of generatized hope or particutarized
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hope. Nurses reported that long term retationships with patients that

attowed them to share in successes with patients, and coming to know

patients as peopte, contributed positivety to their hopefulness. Participants

disctosed that receiving recognition for their work from coworkers atso

fostered hope. Patient care rounds that focused on patients who were

responding wett to treatment as wetl as those who were not, were reported

to have a positive impact on levets of hopefutness amongst the participants.

lncreasing resources directed toward educational activities for both patients

and staff promoted hopefutness. This reinforced to nurses that their work

and their patients were important to government funding bodies and to the

community at [arge. Educational activities directed toward professional

devetopment were perceived by nurses as promoting a sense of community

amongst them. This sense of community with other nurses was reported as

inspiring hope for nurses who attended the educational sessions. lt is

interesting to note that white Landeen et a[ specificatty asked nurses how

they might define hope, their findings retated to this question were not

reported.

A study to examine nurses' use and effectiveness of hope engendering

interventions was conducted by Herth (1995). Fifty-two hospice care nurses

and 76 home care nurses participated in a descriptive survey. The

questionnaire used a five point Likert scate and was devetoped by Herth to

reflect interventions identified in the titerature as promoting hopefutness.

Participants rated very highty the importance of hope, with regard to
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patÍents and their own nursing practice. Pain control and symptom

management were reported by both groups as the most frequentty used and

most effective strategy to maintain or increase hopefutness in patients. The

two groups differed significantty in how they rated the remaining items in

the survey. Home Care nurses listed the devetopment and revision of

manageabte goats as the second most effective strategy, whereas Hospice

nurses chose the facititation of sustained connectedness with others as the

second most frequently used and effective strategy in the maintenance of

hope. This discrepancy may be attributed to the fact that Hospice nurses

were caring for individuats whose ittness may be considered more terminal

then most Home Care patients. This finding may suggest, as proposed by

Perakyta (1991), that hope may be conceptuatized differentty, depending

upon the set of circumstances that each work setting creates for nurses.

Rittman, Rivera and Godown (1997) used a phenomenotogical approach

to study how nurses provide end of life care. Data consisted of six

narratives written by experienced nurses working on an oncotogy unit.

These participants were setected by the 'head nurse' and their peers to

participate in the study because of their high degree of expertise. Each

narrative was read by a team of investigators, which inctuded the principal

investigator and two experienced oncotogy nurses not directty involved in

patient care. Members of the team then wrote and discussed descriptions

of the meanings evoked by the narratives. One of the themes, which

emerged as a resutt, was that of preserving hope. Maintaining or preserving
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hope was an intervention that nurses used to help patients cope with an

uncertain future. The nurses in this study approached caring for terminalty

itt patients as an opportunity to "participate in a life compteting itself

rather then onty seeing the loss of shortened lives" (p. 118). Hope was

maintained by finding opportunities for patients to use their remaining time

in a way that was most meaningful to them.

Thutesius, Hakansson and Petersson (2003) used a Grounded Theory

approach in an attempt to examine "what is happening in end of tife cancer

care" (p.135a). They gathered data from formal interviews with 26 nurses,

11 physicians, 11 patients and 9 retatives. Data cottection also inctuded

fietdnotes related to informa[ interviews and from seminars and workshops

conducted with professionals from hospices, pattiative care and oncology

departments. The resutts of the study indicated that imbatance was the

most significant chattenge retated to end of tife care. Patients and heatth

care professionats are constantty attempting to regain or maintain balance

between severity of ittness and the resources required to deal with it.

Batancing continues throughout the disease trajectory. Resources are

batanced with patient needs and budget constraint. Specificatl.y they found

that patients and heatth care professionats continuatty tried to maintain or

foster hope by batancing the vatue of every lived moment and the expected

time left to [ive. This is expressed by the investigators as H= V x T. They

propose that hope is decreased when the amount of time left to live is

decreased. Hope can be enhanced by increasing the vatue of assigned to
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linear. Further it does not reftect the multi-dimensionatity of hope.

Conclusion

Despite its tenuous nature, "the thread of hope is woven into the

fabric of each person's i[[ness" (Nekotaichuk et al, 1999; p.591). The

literature reveals that hope is an inner experience but it is Ínftuenced by,

and enacted through interactions with others. There is evidence in the

literature that hope is integral to the coping process. Heatth care

professionats, including nurses, can foster hope through skitful and

thoughtfuI communication.

Most of the research surrounding the concept of hope reflects the experience of

individuals with chronic and terminal illness. Models that have been developed, thus

far, to describe the phenomenon of hope have evolved from data collected from

individuals who have an illness. Nurses who provide much of the care to those

individuals may defrne hope very differently. Nurses' conception of and beliefs

regarding hope, and how these relate to, and influence, their interactions with patients

has not been the focus of research. Whether or not nurses themselves have hope, and

what their hopes are, may affect their ability to support patients' need for hope.

Given the interconnections between care-givers and recipients of care this aspect of

hope should not be ignored. Further research is indicated to delineate the concept of

hope as it pertains to practicing nurses.

4t



The setection of a research methodotogy requires a good fit with the

research question in order to achieve research findings that are meaningful

(Denzen & Lincoln, 2000). Potit and Hungter (1993) suggest that the

researcher's personal taste and phitosophy shoutd form part of the rationate

for selection of research methodotogy. Both of these statements form the

essence of my setection of a qualitative research design for studying the

concept of hope as it pertains to nurses and their practice.

This chapter will discuss the research method beginning with a

synopsis of the quatitative approach to research and person centered

interviewing which were setected for the study. The study setting and

sampte are described fottowed by an etaboration of the data cottection and

anatysis procedures. Ethicat considerations are considered and the chapter

conctudes with a discussion of methodotogical rigor.

Statement of the Problem

Chapter lll

Research Design

lntroduction
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The research literature increasingty supports that hope is an

important aspect of coping with iltness and that nurses are often invotved in

the inspiration of hope among their patients (Herth, 1992; Koopmeiners et

al,, 1997). Sharing information and exhibiting caring behaviors are among
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some of the measures reported by patients that can enhance hopefutness

(Rateigh, 1992). Most of the research surrounding the concept of hope

reflects the experience of individuats with ittness. Reseaich regarding how

hope Ís conceptuatized by nurses and its effect on their practice is timited.

Research with nurses has generatly been focused toward detineating factors

that can inftuence hopefutness among nurses or the Ídentification of

interventions that nurses can use to promote hopefulness in patients.

Nurses may define hope very differentty compared to their patients. Their

perceptions and attitudes regarding hope may be related to and inftuence

their interactions with patients (Simpson, 2002'¡.

To gain further insight into the concept of hope as it pertains to

nurses and their practice, further research is necessary. Two units, the

Bone Marrow Transptant (BMT) unit and the Pattiative Care (PC) unit were

setected for this study. White these two units serve simitar patient

poputations the purpose of the treatments provided on each unit is

distinctty different. The BMT unit provides treatments focused toward the

remission of cancer whereas the PC unit provides treatments retated to end

of tife care. Several questions can be generated regarding the perception

of hope among nurses working on either of these distinctive patient care

units. How do nurses conceptualize and define hope? How does workplace

setting influence nurses' concept of hope? How do nurses incorporate their

concept of hope into nursing care and how does this manifest itself in their

practice?



The aim of both quatitative and quantitative research is the

generation of knowtedge retated to a phenomenon of interest through

systematic methods of inquiry. Quatitative research has been characterized

as mode of research which promotes an understanding of the human

experience retated to the nature of interactions between human beings and

between humans and their environment (Denzen & Lincotn, 2000). lt

embodies a holistic approach whose methodology inctudes inductive

reasoning, subjectivity, description and process orientation (Munhatt & Oiter

Boyd, 2001). The examination of hope invotves solicitation and

interpretation of an individuat's view within a framework that exptores the

whoteness of the person's experience within his/her own environment.

Quatitative methodotogy allows for an in-depth understanding of a

phenomenon from each person's perspective as wetl as the cotlective

experience enabting richness of data and a comprehensive view. A

qualitative approach is indicated for this study to provide a better

understanding of the nature of hope among nurses given that existing

research is timited.

Person Centered lnterviewing

Qualitative Approach
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The purpose of this research was to devetop a deeper understanding

of hope as perceived by nurses within the cutture of heatth care. Person-

centered interviewing (Levy & Hotlan, 1998\ was chosen as the method to
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practiced by nurses.

Person-centered interviews engage the interviewee as both informant

and respondent. The interviewee as informant affords information about

cutture and behavior pecutiar to the group of individuats he/she betongs to.

The interviewee as respondent provides aspects of "her perception and

understanding of her external context" (Levy & Ho[[an, 1998 p. 336). As

such the respondent-informant "iltuminates the spaces conftìcts,

coherence, and transformations" (Levy & Hollan, 1998 p. 33ó) about the

phenomenon of interest. This method is not an attempt to study individuals

"primarity within themsetves ... but rather ... to clarify the retations of

'individuatity', both as output and input, to its socio-cuttural context" (Levy

& Hottan, 1998 p. 334). Person centered interviews involve the useof a

mixture of open-ended and ctosed questions and probes to eticit informant

and respondent information from the participants (Levy & Holtan 1998).

Study Setting and Sample

Study Setting
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The study settings were setected primarily for two reasons. Firstly

the two settings share some important simitarities, in that they are both

located in tertiary care hospitats and the majority of patients admitted to

each unit were diagnosed with various forms of cancer. The objectives of
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patient care, however, are fundamentatty different. These factors were

important because the study sought to describe differences that may be

inftuenced by workptace settings. The Bone Marrow Transptant (BMT) unit

provides aggressive forms of therapy geared toward remission of cancer

whereas the Pattiative Care (PC) unit provides therapies that are directed

primarity toward symptom management and end of tife care. Secondty the

types of iltnesses that are encountered by nurses in both settings are

intense and provide ampte opportunities for hope.

Sampte

A purposeful sample of experienced nurses was indicated for this

study. Purposeful sampling proceeds from the betief that the researcher is

knowtedgeabte about the study poputation and its etements. The

researcher determines the type of participants or settings that witt yietd

information rich data (Russett & Gregory, 2003). The study sought to

articulate the conceptuatization of hope as it pertains to nurses and their

practice. This required that participants possess some experience, as a

registered nurse, that had informed and shaped their perception of hope.

The study inctuded six nurses from each of two patient care settings.

The inclusion criteria for this study were:

1.

7.

Engtish Speaking

Over 18 years of age
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Registered Nurses employed within the Patliative Care (PC) unit or

the Bone Marrow Transplant (BMT) unit for at least one year.

Futt-time Registered Nurses or part-time Registered Nurses who

have worked no less then a 0.5 EFT over the past year.

Nurses consenting to be interviewed

3.

4.

5.

Fottowing ethicat approval from the University of Manitoba (see

Appendix A), approval for access to each study hospital was sought through

their respective Research lmpact Committees. Permission was granted (see

Appendix B) and subsequentty large, provocative and cotorful posters (see

Appendix C) were placed in a prominent location on each unit. Letters of

exptanation (see Appendix D) were ptaced beneath the posters. I attended

two staff meetings on each unit to introduce and exptain the research topic.

Participants indicated their interest by signing the letter of exptanation and

maiting it directty to my home. When I received the signed forms I

contacted the prospective participants to ensure that they met the

inctusion criteria.

Respondents were then provided with more information about how

the data woutd be cottected and how the interviews woutd take place. I

atso offered them general information about the questions that I would be

asking so that they coutd begin to reftect their experiences surrounding

hope. lf the nurse indicated an interest to participate, arrangements were

made so that a signed consent (Appendix E) coutd be obtained.
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the primary tool of the data cottection process (Morse, 1994). This

subjective stance is central to the process of seeing data and then

describing their meaning. lt is important to recognize personal

assumptions, biases and preconceptions prior to conducting data cottection

(Munhatt & Oiter Boyd,2001). Thoughts, feetings and impressions need to

be recorded and organized in a manner that witl expose one's personal

biases. Throughout the recruitment phase I maintained a journal about my

preparations for data coltection. I found this somewhat intimidating and

unnatural in the beginning as I had not routinely engaged in journal writing.

lnitiatty I struggled to organize my thoughts in a coherent and articulate

fashion but eventually this gave way to journal entries that were more

spontaneous and personat. Throughout the data cottection process I

maintained a journat that contained my personal hunches and beliefs about

the interviews. The journal entries were particutarty hetpfut during the

anatysis phase of the study as they hetped to provide context for statements

found within the transcripts. Further they reveated some of my own biases

and assumptions retated to the interviews.

The lnterviews

Data Collection
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I cotlected data using techniques congruent with ethnographic

person-centered interviewing as suggested by Levy & Hottan (1998). Based
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on Dufautt and Matocchio's MMH, the research literature and my own

personal observations, I devetoped a semi-structured interview schedute

(Appendix F). The questions progressed in a manner that I thought woutd

seem natural to the respondent. I utitized the interview questions as a

guide that was adhered to, however the interviewee atso provided the pace

and direction for the interview to an extent.

The interview started with broader questions which were aimed at

relaxing the participant (Levy & Hotlan, 1998). These questions were

simitar to those that one might use in order to get to know someone better.

I attempted to assume a stance that was sympathetic and nonjudgmental

(Levy & Hotlan, 1998). I listened understandingty and kept my comments to

a minimum except to ctarify statements. As I progressed beyond the third

interview I periodicatty shared some of my insights with the interviewee as

the opportunity presented itsetf. This attowed me to correct or vatidate my

observations concurrentty with data cotlection in order to maintain rigor

(Morse, Michaet, Mayan, Otson, Spiers, 2002).

Each interview lasted between one and two hours and took ptace in a

variety of locations. Three interviews took ptace in the participant's home,

seven occurred on site in a conference room at either hospitat, and two

participants came to my home. The interviews were conducted throughout

the months of December 2003 and January 2004. The majority of

interviews with the BMT nurses were compteted prior to beginning the
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interviews with the PC nurses. The interviews were audiotaped and at the

end of the interview the participants were asked to comptete a socio-

demographic questionnaire (Appendix G). lt shoutd be noted that atl six of

the participants from the Pattiative Care unit expressed frustration with the

question requesting a dectaration of religious affitiation. This was not

observed with the Bone Marrow Transplant nurses. lmmediatety fotlowing

the interviews I compteted field notes which inctuded my overatl

impressions of the interview as wetl as my reactions to specific aspects of

the interview.

Data Analysis

Atthough described separatety, aspects of data cottection and

anatysis shoutd occur simuttaneousty (Morse et at, 2007). I used a process of

reftection within a journal format and examined fietd notes, typed verbatim

transcripts and listened to audiotapes to facititate ongoing interpretation of

findings. I atso verified observations with participants at opportune

moments in order to remain responsive to the data. Categories graduatty

emerged as the interviews progressed.

Extensive interpretation of the data occurred throughout the data

cottection phase and immediatety afterward, through the process of basic

content anatysis (Ryan, & Bernard, 2000). I became immersed in the data

through reading, and re-reading of transcripts, as wetl as tistening to taped

interviews and referring to my fietd notes. The process of coding raw data
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into meaningfut units enabtes the recognition of group patterns. Patterns

discovered in one interview are compared with another interview untit the

category or theme is identified. Through this process data is abstracted

into a more generatized mode of description (Morse, 1994). Data anatysis

proceeded from a concrete literal description to a more abstract

conceptuatization.

An open coding system simitar to that described by Denzin and

Lincotn (2000) was used. The coding process was compteted for the BMT

nurses first and then repeated for the PC unit. The process of devetoping

categories assumes that themes or commonatities are apparent with the

transcriptions of conversations. The categories at this point were literat

reflections of the content expressed within the transcripts. The typed

transcripts downtoaded into my computer where a font color was assigned

using word processing toots. Word processing edit toots such as copying and

pasting were atso used to process the raw data. Using different cotored

fonts for each transcript atlowed a very graphic method of monitoring the

prevatence emerging categories and themes among the participants.

Singte words or phrases were used at this initiat stage to create

categories. These data were then examined literatty to develop and

articutate levets of meaning within categories as the symbotic nature was

expticated. Categories were then derived from the underlying meaning of

the words or phrases. Atmost atl of the data were accounted for within this
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process. Fieldnotes were integrated to support these categories at this

time in the process. Data not inctuded in these categories mainty consisted

of irretevant information that did not enhance the understanding of nurses

and hope.

The next step of coding involved cottapsing the existing categories

into broader and more inctusive categories containing simitar information.

At this stage, categories devetoped for each patient care unit were

compared and anatyzed for differences and simitarities. The transcripts and

fietdnotes were reviewed and compared to the original and subsequent

categories to ensure that data were appropriately and reasonabty accounted

for within the coding system.

Research findings were then examined and interpreted in contrast

to Dufautt and Martocchio's Mutti-Dimensional Model of Hope (1985). The

comprehensive nature of this model permitted its apptication to nurses'

experiences pertaining to hope within their practice. Dufautt and

Martocchio's incorporation of cognitive, affiliative, affective, behaviorat,

temporal and contextual dimensions provided a usefuI framework to

describe the concept of hope as it pertains to nurses.

Ethical Considerations

According to Canada's Tri-Council Poticy Statement (2003) on ethical

conduct there are seven principtes which ensure the principte of respect for
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human dignity and guide research on human subjects. These inctude:

respect for free and informed consent, respect for vutnerabte persons,

respect for privacy and confidentiatity, respect for justice and

inctusiveness, batancing harms and benefits, minimizing harm and

maximizing benefÍt. These principtes guided ethical considerations for each

step of the research process. Formal ethical approval was sought and

obtained from the Education/Nursing Research Review Board (ENREB) at the

University of Manitoba. There were no recommendations received from this

committee. Subsequently, the access committee of each hospital was

approached for permission to gain access to nurses on the BMT and PC units.

Recommendations from these committees were incorporated into the

research protocot. The ENREB was notified of and approved the changes to

the protoco[.

Respect for free and informed consent requires that "dialogue,

process, rights, duties and requirements" (Tri-councit Poticy Statement,

p.ii6) be provided to the participant prior to engaging in research. I

provided the participants with comprehensive information about the nature

of the research project and what their role woutd be. I stressed that

participation was votuntary and that they coutd terminate theÍr involvement

at any time during the research process. Furthermore they coutd refuse to

provide information when they fett the need to do so. Questions at any

stage in the process were encouraged. The terms, and ongoing nature, of
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the consent was reviewed with each participant prior to starting each taped

interview.

Severa[ mechanisms were used to ensure the principte of respect for

privacy and confidentiatity. The text of the transcripts was saved in a

specific cotor and the participants name was removed and reptaced by the

color assigned to the text. When names are mentioned in the tape

recording, I entered a generic title or term such as "husband" or "BMT"

unit. Onty I have access to the tapes which contain the identifying

information.

The tapes, the record of participant names and accompanying

identification codes (see Appendix H), the socio-demographic

questionnaires, and the signed consent forms are stored in a locked fiting

cabinet in my home. I am the onty person who has access to these original

tapes and documents stored in a secure fiting cabinet in my home office.

These wit[ be retained for a period of seven years at which time a company

that is bonded and speciatizes in confidential waste disposal witl destroy

them as confidential waste. ln the findings chapter, I have removed any

identifying information and have assured anonymity by disguising scenarios

where indicated.

The principles of batancing harms and benefits, minimizing harm and

maximizing benefits were intended to ensure that knowtedge advanced by

research is worthwhite and beneficiat. Further the research process shoutd
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minimize harm white maximizing benefits to the participants. The nature of

this research did not offer obvious benefits or harms. Potentiatty the

participants may have benefited from the opportunity to reflect upon the

meaning of hope within their practice. Conversety reftecting upon

interactions with patients during face-to-face interviews may have evoked

difficutt emotions such as sorrow or regret retated to those interactions.

The majority of participants found the interview process to be stimutating

and a positive experÍence. Two participants became tearfuI during the

interview at which point I offered to stop the interview. Both dectined,

however, and we proceeded to comptete the interviews.

Limitations

There were some limitations related to this study. These were tinked

directty to procedures designed to maintain the feasibitity of the study as a

Master's thesis. The timitations are listed betow:

There was onty one mate participant inctuded in the study.

The study, therefore was more tikety to reftect a gender bias

in the manner that hope was conceptul.ized by nurses.

The study did not inctude fietd work observations and

therefore reftects onty thoughts and reftections of the

participants about the concept of hope.

There was onty one interview conducted with each

participant. The data therefore reftects the thoughts and
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perspectives of the participants at one point in time and may

not have captured the dynamic and fluid nature of the concept

of hope.

Methodological Rigor

Retiabitity and vatidity are terminotogy most readi[y associated with

quantitative research. Many qualitative researchers have argued that

"retiabitity and vatidity were terms pertaining to the quantitative paradigm

and were not pertinent to quatitative inquiry" (Morse et at, 20021. Guba

and Lincotn (1981) described four criteria that permit a meaningful

appraisal of quatitative work. They suggested that retÍabitity and vatidity

can be assessed through an examination of truth-vatue, appticability,

consistency and neutratity. Guba and Lincotn suggested that credibility,

fittingness, auditability and confirmabitity coutd be utitized as criteria to

determine the trustworthiness in quatitative research. The trustworthiness

of this research witt be examined using the criteria set forth by Denzin and

Lincotn (2000). These inctude credibitity, transferabitity, audibitity and

confirmabitity. Several strategies are recommended to ensure

trustworthiness such as negative cases, peer debriefing, member checks,

and audit traits.

Morse et at (2002) cautÍons that the rigor of a study is determined by

"mechanisms woven into every step of the inquiry to construct a sotid

product" (p. 6). These include investigator responsiveness in the utitization
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of verification strategies such as methodotogical coherence, sampting

sufficiency, devetoping a dynamic retationship between sampting, data

collection and anatysis and thinking theoreticatty. Morse maintains that

rather then consigning rigor to the end of the study it shoutd be attended to

throughout the research process. Evidence of rigor witt be reftected in the

"quality of the text" (Morse et at, 7002, p. 9).

Credibitity

Credibitity is judged by the degree to which the researcher is abte to

convey the reatity of the participants. lt is a measure of how we[[ the

quatitative research is abte to provide the reader with an account that is

readity recognizabte as his or her own experience. This study addressed this

issue throughout preparations for the interview process through ongoing

interaction and cottaboration with my thesis chair. Furthermore I submitted

to my thesis chair the transcripts of the interviews atong with my anatysis

on an ongoing and episodic basis. I also shared some of my pretiminary

anatysis with participants as I progressed past the third interview. This

altowed for concurrent verification of my anatysis during the data cottection

process.

Progressive subjectivity refers to the process of monitoring the

immersion of the researcher (Denzin &. Lincotn, 2000). This aspect was

managed through the continual process of reftection and journal entries as

described under data cottection and anatysis. Member checking is a
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strategy which invotves returning to the participants for verification of the

study findings. Member checks can be probtematic as suggested by Morse et

at (2002). Participants may perceive the findings as unftattering and

therefore pronounce them as inaccurate. Furthermore, as stated eartier,

the fÍndings have been synthesized, decontextuatized, and abstracted and

therefore individuats may not be abte to distinguish themsetves or their

experiences. ln recognition of these chatlenges, coltective member

checking was not soticited. Rather a presentation of the findings was

arranged for atl of the nursing staff of each unit, where lunch was also

provided for those who chose to attend. The presentation lasted

approximately twenty-five minutes. An opportunity for response to the

categories was afforded and feedback was soticited afterward. The

feedback from the nursing staff was generally positive and supportive of the

findings. The participants identified no concerns at that time. The study

participants were offered an executive summary of the compteted study

within the process of consent. This summary witl be maited out

accordingty.

Transferabitity

Transferabitity is the abitity to appty research findings in a broader

context, outside of the study situation. This shoutd be facilitated by ctear

descriptions of the sampte, setting and data cottection procedure (Denzen &

Lincotn, 2000). ln reporting the findings, categories and themes were
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supported by the textual data. A summary of themes were devetoped and

presented which attowed the research findings to be compared with current

titerature. The findings of this study are congruent with other simitar

research retated to the concept of hope, but atso reveal different aspects of

the concept that are specific to nurses.

Auditabitity

Auditabitity may be compared with consistency within quantitative

research. Atthough exact reptication is not the goal of quatitative research,

a type of replication is possibte in other patient care settings. Further

exptoration of the nature of hope as perceived by nurses and the themes

derived from this research coutd be achieved by the comparison of

contextual variabtes present in other patient care units.

A decision trait, which can be easily fottowed by other researchers to

achieve similar resutts, is the hatlmark of auditabitity (Denzen & Lincotn,

2000). Each step of the research process has been detaited within this

chapter. Chapter four provides a rich description underpinning the

categories and themes through the use of textual data.

Confirmabitity

ln order to achieve confirmabitity or neutratity of the research

findings, interpretations and anatysis were rooted in the data and the

reatities of the participants (Denzen & Lincotn, 2000). Actual examptes of
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the participant's own words were used to substantiate my interpretations of

the data. ln the final anatysis the reader witt judge the quatity of the

research as it corresponds with his or her own wortdview. lf confirmabitity

is achieved then they witt be abte to fottow the approach taken even though

they may disagree with my findings.

Conclusion

This chapter has provided a discussion of the appropriateness of

person-centered interview methodotogy to answer the research questions.

This methodotogy enabted a richer appreciation with which to exptore the

concept of hope as perceived by nurses in two different work settings. The

procedures used to cottect and anatyze the data have been detaited along

and the strategies utilized for verification and anatyses of the data were

discussed. Research findings have been interpreted within the broader

context of Dufautt and Martocchio's Mutti-dimensional Model of Hope

(1 eB5).



Chapter four inctudes a summary of the participant demographic data,

and a description of the research findings of this study. The findings witl be

presented in retation to the framework of the Mutti-Dimensional Model of

Hope. The themes which emerged from the study are organized under the

headings of generalized and the particularized spheres of hope as wetl as

their six dimensions inctuding the cognitive, affiliative, affective,

behaviorat, temporal and contextual dimensions. White the model was a

hetpfut tool for data coltection and anatysis, it is important to note that the

findings did not arise purety from the model but rather from the actual

data. Some findings were not addressed by the modet or did not correspond

directty to the modet. The concept of hope is exptored from the various

perspectives of the individuats participating in the study.

Findings are presented and substantiated by means of verbatim

quotations from fietdwork notes and interview transcripts. Pseudonyms for

the participants are used throughout the chapter. At[ names have been

changed to the first two letters of the cotors that were assigned to each

participant to facititate anatysis and to protect the anonymity of atl

participants.

Chapter lV

Findings

lntroduction

6l



Twetve nurses participated in this research project and they were evenly

distributed between the Pattiative Care and the Bone Marrow Transplant

Units. Alt six of the registered nurses from the Pattiative Care Unit were

women whose ages ranged between 37 and ó0 years. The mean age was

49.5 years. Four of the participants from Pattiative Care were either

married or partnered, one participant was divorced and one was single. A[[

of the nurses were graduates from a nursing diptoma program and none

were working toward a degree. The years of professional nursing practice

on the Palliative Care Unit ranged from 10 to 33 years, with a mean of 19.4

years (Tabte 1). Att of the nurses were working in part-time positions, as

there were no futl time, direct care nursing positions on the Pattiative Care

Unit. The number of years worked on the Pattiative Care Unit ranged from

2 years to 20 years with a mean of 10.25 years (Tabte 2). Generatty these

nurses were otder and more experienced then the nurses from the Bone

Marrow Transptant Unit.

Tabte 1

Years of Nursins Exoerience of Particioants from Pattiative Care Unit

Demographic Data
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Years of Nursing Experience

Less then 5 years
5-10 years
1 1 -1 Syears
16-20 years
21-25 years
Greater then 25 years

Participants

0
2

0
2

0
2



Tabte 2

Years Workine on Pattiative Care Unit

Years of Nursing Experience
On the Palliative Care Unit

Less then 5 years
5-10 years
I 1 -1 5years
16-20 years

The six participants from the Bone Marrow Transptant UnÍt inctuded one

man and their ages ranged from 74 lo 55 years. The mean age was 37.3

years. Three of the participants from the Bone Marrow Transptant unit

declared themsetves to be singte and the other three stated they were

married. The number of years in professional nursing practice for the

nurses on the Bone Marrow Transptant Unit ranged from 1 year to 34 years

(Tabte 2). Three of these nurses possessed a baccataureate degree in

nursing sciences, one nurse had a baccataureate degree in potiticat science

as wetl as a diptoma in nursing. Two nurses had a diptoma in nursing. Five

of the nurses worked futl time and one nurse was working part-time. The

number of years spent working on the Bone Marrow Transptant Unit ranged

from 1 year to 25 years with a mean of 10.5 (Tabte 4).

Participants

1

1

7

7
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Tabte 3

Years Workine on the Bone Marrow Transotant UnÍt

Years of Experience
Less then 5 years
5-10 years
1 1 -1 Syears
16-20 years
21-25 years
Greater then 25 Vears

Tabte 4

Years of Nursinq Experience of Participants from Bone Marrow Transotant

Unit

Participants

Years of Experience

Less then 5 years
5-10 years
1 1 -1 Syears
16-20 years
21-25 years
Greater then 25 vears
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As discussed earlier, retigiosity has been linked in the literature to

hopefutness. Retigiosity may influence the manner in which hope is

conceptuatized and it corretates positivety with levets of hope (Benzein et

at, 1998; Hat[, 1994; Micktey & Soeken, 1993). The nurses in this study were

therefore asked to dectare a retigious affitiation. Three nurses from the

Pattiative Care unit reported a religious affitiation and atl three stated that

they were practicing members. Three nurses from the Bone Marrow

Transptant Unit declared a retigious affitiation but only one stated that

he/she was practicing.

Participants
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ln summary the participants from the Patliative Care Unit are older and

more experienced nurses. The nurses from the Bone Marrow Transplant

(BMT) unit are generatty younger and newer to the profession of nursing

(Tabte 5). Atthough there is no significant difference in the average number

of years the nurses have worked on their respective units, the range is much

greater among the BMT nurses then among the Pattiative Care (PC) nurses.

Generatty the PC nurses have worked for a longer period of time on their

unit.

Tabte 5

Demoqraphic Data Patliative Care Nurses versus Bone Marrow Transptant

Nurses

Age of Nurses on
the Pattiative

Care Unit

21-25 years 0
26-30 years 0
36-40 years 1

41-45 years 0
46-50 years 3

51 -55 years 1

56-60 years 1

Age of Nurses on
the Bone Marrow
Transplant Unit

71-25 years 2

26-30 years 0
31-35 years 2

35-40 years 0
41-45 years 0
46-50 years 0
51-55 years 2

Years of Nursing
Experience

Pattiative Care
Unit

O-Syears 0
6-10 years 0
11-15 years 7

16-20 years 2

21-25 years 0
26-30 years 0
31-35 years 2

Years of Nursing
Experience

Bone Marrow
Transptant Unit

0-5years 4
ó-10 years 0
11-15 years 1

16-20 years 0
71-25 years 0
76-30 years 0
31-35 years 1



Themes related to the Generalized and Particularized Spheres

ln this section themes that reftect the two spheres of generalized

and particutarized hope witt be discussed. They are listed betow.

Themes Related to
Generalized Sphere of Hope

Bone Marrow
Transplant Nurses
Approach to Nursing
Practice:
I want a challenge

Generally I hope
for:
Health and Long
Life

Hope is important
for the Journey
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of Hope

hope

Themes related to
Particularized Sphere of
Hope

Palliative Care
Nurses
Approach to
Nursing Practice:
This is a calling

Generally I hope
for:
A life well lived

Hope is important
for the Journey

Nurses from the Bone Marrow Transptant (BMT) unit and from the

Pattiative Care (PC) unit each expressed a distinct wortdview with which

they approached their nursing practice. Their primary motivation in

choosing their area of nursing practice was reflected throughout their

statements about hope.

Object of Hope:

Hope for a cure

Generalized Sphere of Hope:

Approach to Nursing Practice

Object of Hope:

Hope for a Peaceful
Death
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The BMT nurses affirmed a strong need to be 'chattenged' in their work

with patients. These nurses articulated a desire for profound relationships,

with patients that were further intensified by the acuity of their ittness.

This intensity was heard in the conviction of the nurses' voices and

observed in the vigour of their body language.

Re. (leaning forward with hand gestures): I thought it woutd be
extremely chattenging, in every area, not just task-wise and learning-
wise but just putting your best foot forward.

Bt. (switching positions and leaning forward): The chattenge. I [ike, I

tearn every day that I am here. I learn something new, something is
re-emphasized, um, it's an ongoing leaning process and I enjoy that
chattenge.

Bt.: When lfirst started working here it was simitar to what I said
before in terms of the chattenges that it woutd provide, with the
levet of acuity... that was the initial reason. The care that they
woutd need., the things I woutd need to learn, you know in the area,
Ín the speciatty, that was the initial reason that I chose the area

Ma. (shoutders tense and ctasping hands): ... I wanted to counsel
patients, I wanted to... psychosocial nursing is big to me and yet (the
BMT unit) had the chaltenging, uffi, it's an acute medical unit, so I

was chattenged medicatty and I just felt I coutd offer everything that I

wanted to.

The nurses from the BMT unit unanimousty stated that part of the

motivation for working with bone marrow transptant patients was that they

coutd make a difference in the lives of these patients. They wanted to have

a meaningful part in the [ives of patients who must face the sometimes

overwhetming adversity of cancer.

Pi.: I reatly wanted to make a difference and to reatty do something
that I fett was rewarding.

Ma.: ljust reatty wanted to be able to make a difference.



Or.: Because I coutdn't imagine being anywhere etse.... when I

started a lot of the diseases that we are now controtting and
sometimes curing weren't controttabte or curable and so I have a
historicaI perspective.

Nurses from the PC Unit each expressed a catm assurance that the

provision of end of life care is what they had atways been meant to do.

There was no real reason that they coutd identify for working in pattiative

care other then an intuitive sense of 'homecoming'. Theyviewed the PC

Unit as their home and the ptace where they 'fit'.

Te.: Wett, for one thing, I needed a home... it was a fit, that's atl I

can say. lt wasn't a big heart-rushing, this is the ptace I need to be...
it was a rea[...it was a lot of peace, you know.

Ye.: When peopte ask me how ltike it here, lsay'it's, tike this is
where I was meant to be'. My whote [ife, l've been working towards
being here'... lt's my heart and my sout.

Most of the PC nurses viewed their work as a catting. One sensed that

they did not necessarity choose this area of nursing practice but that it

chose them. End of life care attowed them to attend to the spiritual needs

of their patients and this was an aspect that was atso significant in their

own lives.

Aq.: lbetieve that this is my path and so, that's my passion and lam
going to do this and that's it...lt's a catting first, I know this is what I

am supposed to do.

Co.: lget so much; it's just a very rich experience. Extremety rich...
I have atways been on a very tense spiritual path, questioning for
decades. Um, and this is a perfect fit.

Ye.: My whole life, I've been working towards being here'; and I said
'it's like being a real nurse'. I say, 'l get to do all of it, not part of it'.
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When asked to discuss hope from a very general perspective, nurses

chose to reveal their own personal hopes rather then those related to their

patients. They described their hopes in a very general sense. Once agaÍn

the BMT nurses and the Palliative Care (PC) nurses provided very distinctive

viewpoints that were pervasive throughout the discussion on hope.

Good heatth and a Long Life

Nurses from the BMT unit atl responded that at a very gtobat [eve[ or in a

more general sense their hopes were focused toward good heatth. These

nurses wanted to live and they wanted to be heatthy white they [ive. These

nurses viewed life as fragite and precious. Good heatth was essential to

tiving a futt and productive tife and they vatued it. They did not assume

that good heatth as a given but they hoped for it none-the-tess.

Ma.: ln a very general way...(l hope for) health, a [ong life um,
heatthy famity. I think heatth is a reatty big thing.

Or.: To remain heatthy, and if not healthy to be o.k. with whatever
happens... most people on Oncology don't, don't assume good
heatth... because they know it can change just tike that.

Ma.: I can't count the number of times that I have driven home in my
car and cried. I watk outside and I just feel priviteged to be abte to
feel my lungs with the air. You know, I realty do, I just...and my
famity, I come home and I just want to hug my famity and ..... I am a
happier person because l, I vatue everything that I have and I am
reminded every day...

This perspective was satient throughout the discussion about hope and

hoping with the BMT nurses. lt formed the basis for hopes particutar to

their patients and to their nursing practice.

General[y I Hope for...
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Nurses who worked in Pattiative Care presented a somewhat different

outtook retated to generatized hope. Quatity, and not quantity, of tife

factored significantty into their hopes. Good heatth was not viewed as a

necessary precursor to a good quatity of tife. These nurses hoped for a life

that is wet[ lived. They did not view ittness as a barrier to a good [ife. PC

nurses desired spiritual wett-being equatty to physical and social wett-being.

Ye.: I don't worry about the future. I take it sort of as it comes and I

don't know, where that came from and when it started, but I am very
content in my [ife, whatever it brings, I use it as a learning tool and I

hope that the good things witl stay, of course... my hope is that each
person that I touch, wi[[ teach me something and witt go away with
something as wetl.

Li.:...Hope doesn't necessarity mean good heatth. lcould be in a
wheetchair, but as long as everything is o.k. around me and that sort
of thing, and yeah, I think um, l'm ready for whatever...

Li.: I suppose ljust hope for good things or that everything comes out
alt right and everyone is on the same page in everything.

These nurses expressed a certain type of serenity and acceptance toward

the chattenges of [ife, in their approach to hope. They acknowtedged that

ittness creates hardships but it is by no means atways an indicator of poor

quatity of tife. A good tife is one that encompasses meaningful

retationships, opportunities for learning and spirituat growth. This

perspective was woven throughout their comments about hope.

Hope is important for the Journey

Nurses from both the BMT unit and the PC unit found the initial part of

the interview difficutt. When they were invited to describe the concept of

A Life Wett Lived
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hope in generat terms, they struggted to find words and sometimes needed

prompting. The nurses had a general appreciation that hope was significant

particutarly as it retated to their nursing practice. There was an

expectation that one must have hope to practice as a professional nurse.

Hope was woven into many of their nursing activities but they were not

usuatty aware of it. They a[[ stated that, while hope was not part of every

conscious thought or action, it was an important etement of life which

underlay their nursing practice.

Fi.: (l)don't think you coutd do what we do without hope. Um, I

think that would be very discouraging and I think you woutd be
atmost in despair. Like if there was no hope, and you came to work
and you just did your job, I don't thing there woutd be much point to
ir.

Li..: ldon't know if it hetps me, it's just always there. I suppose I

have not been not hopefut... lf you don't have it (hope), it't[ drag you
down. lt's, it's kind of like ah, air and water and atl of that and
oxygen... lf you don't have that hope and that positive outlook, or a
different outtook, um, then you never get ahead, it's like you are
spinning your wheets

Ye.: I mean, how can you live your life without hope? You know, you
have to have it and how can you be effective in your job without
hope... tife is so much easier with hope... Hope is important because
without hope, what do you have.

Ye.: lf ldidn't have hope, lcoutdn't work here. Because I have to
hope that these people, I'm using peopte, you know, as patients, um
witl get what they need and they are here, in my tife the same as I

am in their tife for a purpose.

Participants spoke of tife as a journey and hope as that which keeps us

engaged in those activities which are important for the journey.

Achievement of what is hoped for, or objects of hope, was not as significant

as the process of hoping and staying engaged in living.
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Re.: lt's (hope) never disappointed me, and that's the same in
private life too. I mean things hurt, things go bad, things go good,
things are great, no, no ... because I don't think achieving them is the
deat... Just hoping, just atways being positive, atways trying to get
there because we won't always get there. lt doesn't matter, it
doesn't matter.

Or.: lt is more important to hope. We don't atl achieve our
hopes...lt's the journey, achieving is the end, the destination. The
journey is important. Sometimes, by the time you get to the
destination it no longer is.

Co.: ...1 don't know if the bird experiences hope or faith. But
whether, to live out that reatity, it doesn't need to ponder whether
it shoutd have hope or faith, it just lives...Maybe that is true hope or
true faith in the sense that it doesn't wonder, it just does. lt gets it
or it doesn't get it, and then it keeps trying.

Pi.: lthinkwhen lwas in Nursing School and if we had tatked about
hope and I think I woutd have thought about it being a positive
outcome at the end. You know, long time survival or remission and
that, but I think that working on (the BMT unit) has shown me that it
doesn't have to be always a good outcome in the end, that there can
be hope and sort of a positive outcome from just the process of
either, the process of dying or the process of tiving through the
itlness.

Each of the participants interviewed also expressed a certain awe and

gratitude that they are attowed to be a part of the patient's journey.

Te.: But you reatty think that it's a journey that uh, you have been
graciousty attowed to participate in.

Particularized Sphere of Hope

Two different perspectives emerged once again in the responses about

specific or particutarized hopes. Nurses did not struggle with their

responses as they had eartier in the discussion. Hopes specific to patients
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and nursing practÍce were very distinctive and clearly retated to the kind

work that each group of nurses was invotved with on their respective units.

Hope for a Cure

The nurses from the BMT unit unanimousty stated that hope related to

patient care was focused toward a cure. These nurses wanted their

patients to [ive. Much of their energy both mental and physical was

directed toward this possibitity. The high degree of uncertainty retated to

some of the therapies provided seemed to intensify this hope. Conversely

these nurses atso hoped for the personal courage to acknowtedge when

therapy had faited. They did not want patients to suffer unnecessarity but

giving up on treatment meant that they can no longer hope for tife. lf a

cure was not possibte then they coutd onty hope for a good death, but that

was not their primary hope.

Bt.: For transplant aspects you hope that, you hope that it cures
them ...Speaking statisticatty onty, 5 to 7 years for an... antitogous
transptant it can be expected for, you know a continuation, and that
in itsetf is certainly a hope, because what is the atternative.

Re.: You just hope that these peopte....you hope that they witl make
it, you hope that they witt live because of course, that is what we atl
want to do, you want to get better but I hope that if they die, they
die wett. That they are ready to die and that they die in faith.
That's my hope.

Or.: You know, you hope that everything goes wett, that they get
cured and they go on to live the lives they want to [ive. lf it isn't
curabte, then what I hope for them is that they witt be abte to deal
with whatever it is that they are going to be going through.



The object of hope, for nurses on the PC unit, was a peaceful death for

their patients. They hoped that patients coutd achÍeve an understanding of

the dying process that woutd attow them to accept their physical reality and

to surrender the fight for tife. Conversely, these nurses hoped that patÍents

woutd live their lives until they died. Their hopes were directed more

toward the spiritual wetl being rather then simpty the physical wett being of

patients. Patient care was structured in such a manner so as to attow

patients to maximize and focus their energies toward those activities that

woutd enrich the 'end of tife experience'.

Te.: We don't [ook for a cure, we are looking for a peacefut, that
they are comfortabte, that the famity is able to cope, atl these are
littte hopes, it's the reality of a peacefut, comfortabte death...

Aq.: Peacefut, comfortabte deaths, you know, where there is that
calming, that inner peace that you see. You know, like that woman...
She came in, you know, thrashing around and everything, but not at
the end... it was o.k. because that hope had ful.fitted and now it was
o.k., it was o.k.

Li..: I hope that ah, peopte understand death and dying. I um, hope I

atways do a good job to bring that across to them, to exptain how it
happens...Sometimes it can be in a minute that they die, but where
everyone, totatty understands the dying process, you know.

Co.: ...they get the best care because as far as they know and I know
and it's the onty kick you are going get at death, so why not try and
make it a good one.

Summary

There were areas of convergence and divergence among the findings

from the two groups of nurses. The BMT nurses articutated a need to be

chattenged at work. Generalized hope was associated with good heatth and

Hope for a Peaceful Death
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a long tife. They did not assume good heatth but they vatued it and hoped

for it. Particutarized hope for BMT nurses was directed toward a cure for

their patients. They wanted their patients to live for as long as they

possibty coutd but they did not want them to suffer for it.

PC nurses professed a calting for their work. Working in patl.iative care

provided them with a sense of homecoming and that this was the kind of

work that they had atways been meant to do. When PC nurses spoke of

hope in a general sense they attuded to hoping for a life wetl lived. Good

health was not considered necessary f or a good tife. Rather they vatued a

life rich with experiences and retationships. Particutarized hope for PC

nurses was retated to a peaceful death for their patients. They hoped that

their patients would tive futty and comfortabty untit they died.

Both groups of nurses agreed that hope is an important etement of tife

that keeps peopte engaged in tiving. There was cognizance that hope was

important to their practice and they expected to have hope in order to be

an effective nurse.



The themes discussed in thÍs section reftect dimensions or the work of

hope. These are statements that describe processes of hope that the nurses

engaged in.

Themes related to Dimensions of Hope/Hope Work

Themes related to
Cognitive Dimension

Themes related to
Affiliative Dimension

Bone Marrow
Transplant Unit Nurses

Truth vs. Possibility

Switching Gears

Moral Judgments

lmbalance and lsolation
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Themes related to
BehavioraI Dimension

Buitding Trust and

Connecting

Connected

Humor

Providing Context

My patients give me

Hope

Themes related to
Affective Dimension

Palliative Care Unit
Nurses

Truth vs. Possibility

Switching Gears

Moral Judgments

lmbalance and lsolation

Themes related to
Contextual Dimension

Themes related to
Temporal Dimension

Building Trust and

Connecting

Connected

Humor

Providing Context

My patients give me

Hope

Fight

Energized

Conflicted

People come here to be

cured

Difficult lllness (setf or

family)

Life is Day to Day

Milestones

Surrender

Peaceful

Acceptance

People come here to die

peacefully

Difficult Death in the

Family

Live in the Present

Milestones



Nurses from both the BMT unit and the PC unit described similar thinking

surrounding the concept of hope. They described hope as simitar to

'wishes' or 'dreams' that may or may not be grounded in the truth as

perceived by these nurses. Hope is a noun but more importantty to these

nurses it is also a verb. lt is a positive or good energy that encompassed

many activities but it also energized and motivated peopte to act. Hope

was seen to evolve with tife circumstances and Ít was dynamic. Hoping was

goal and future oriented.

BMT Nurses
Or.: "l think, hope is the wayyou want the future to be."

Re.: Truth is not atways positive... but I think hope is what you are
going to do with the truth... they go hand in hand.

PC Nurses
Li..: Hope is an energy, of course, it's a positive energy, um, if you
don't have hope, then you are dragging down, you know.

Co.: When lthinkof hope, lthink of ah, you know, if lam going to be
cynicat, when I think of hope I can think of atmost hope is about a
btind faith, hope is about wishing, hope isn't necessarity realistic,
probabty 3/¿s of the time.

Fi.: lt's purposefut, it gives you a purpose I think. I think we atl work
towards some goats, even if they are just small.

Te.: Hope is part of dreaming and your dreams sometimes change and
mutate as you go along.

Batancing Truth and Possibility

The cognitive dimension ptayed a prominent rote in how both groups of

nurses hoped, particutarty as it pertained to their practice. lt formed the

Cognitive Dimension:
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basis for alt of their interactions with patients. More specificalty how

nurses thought about hope inftuenced how they communicated with, and

inspired hope in, patients. Hoping from a cognitive perspective was the

resutt of balancing truth with possibitity. This invotved an ongoing, complex

set of assessments and decisions around truth and possibitity. Truth and

possibility were contrasted in an attempt to understand and focus hopes.

Nurses examined and evatuated medical truths, personal truths and the

truth that their patients owned.

Medical Truths:
BMT Nurse
B[.: Look more medicatty, at some of the statistics, um, things like is
their disease refractory ... 4[[ those things ptay a factor in terms of
realty how much hope there is. As long as atl of those options and
potentiats are given to them.

PC Nurse
Li..: Prognosis in the chart and then their physical - what they look like
and all of that, their bloodwork and all of that so that kind of - you put
the two together and then you have an answer.

Nurse's Personal Truth:
BMT Nurse
Or.: "Um, they always want to know odds and they will say to me you
know, 'what are my chances of cure or control' or whatever and my
usual response to that is for every individual person, the odds are
100% or 0 and if you have a disease that is only 20o/o, a 20%
response rate or a cure, why not you, because it's the truth."

PC Nurse
Fi.: "l think that's legal, if it's to help them put things into perspective,
right, um, and sometimes it means being really honest, you know. I

once had a man hemorrhage all over me, a young man, he wasn't
much older than me and he said 'am I dying' and I said 'yeah, you are,
you really are and you need to make your peace' and he closed his
eyes and he had a few minutes of whatever that was and he was dead,
like very shorlly after that. And I don't think it is the time to fool
around..."
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Determining the Patient's Truth:
BMT Nurse
Or.: Well a lot of patients look to me to give them hope. Ah, I think my
job is to find out what exactly they mean by that. Um, I would
never....and to figure out, you can't ever tell somebody 'you aren't
going to live'.

Ma.: You know, I tike to putt up a chair, or sit on the bedside so we
are face-to-face and um, and I like to ask peopte 'how do you feel
about how things are going, how do you feel about att this stuff',
depending on, you know and then I sort of ptay off what they want.

PC Nurse
Li..: We ask them over and over again, that's one of our...we don't
use the term hope, it's like 'overatt, how are you feeting, what's your
outtook, how has it changed'

Ye.: Hum, very often it's determination, you know, that's a big one. lf
they are determined and they are not taking 'no'for an answer, they
usually will get their wish.

Nurses went on to consider the possibitities that existed from a medical

or scientific perspective, a personal perspective and atso from the patient's

perspective. Each truth and possibitity achieved a certain weight of

inftuence in decision-making. Each possibitity was contrasted with the

nurse's own 'held truths' and brokered to the patient and his/her famity.

BMT Nurse
Bt.: To me hope, partty it's being honest. Honest with the patient
and the famity member, but it is atso being abte to provide them a
sense that, you know, there is a possibitity, there is a chance that
this witt work, that this witl hetp, you know...

Ma.: I need to find out if they reatize exactly the possibitities and
then if they stitt want to be hopefut, fine, that's fine with me. But I

need to, as a nurse, I need to make sure that they understand the
weight of the situation and what.

PC Nurse
Te.: Sometimes I think um, I think of mysetf, atmost, you know as in
a plug, the grounding, so when they express hopes that I don't think
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are reatistic, um, lthink lam grounding them. I'm, I'm batancing
things and I find mysetf doing that quite often.

Aq.: Wett it depends on how wetl you know the patient to begin with
and that um, that usuatty, you get signats att the way looking through
looking after people. They give you different signats, but again, Íf
you spend time with them, then that sharing leads on to other
conversations usuatly. You can get tittte hints of things.

As truths and possibitities emerge or evotve and change the nurses

adjusted their thinking and refocused hope. For the BMT nurses the wide

varieties of treatment options constantty offered new possibitities that in

turn needed to be balanced with new truths. PC nurses had to refocus and

batance hopes in response to the patient's loss of physicat and cognitive

abitities. The heavy weight of new truths may have needed to be batanced

by many smalter possibilities each with less weight. This was stressful for

nurses and coutd become a source of tension.

BMT Nurse
Or.: But, you know, if we have done our jobswel[ and things don't go
wett for the patient, then our job then becomes hetping the patient
deal with that and refocusing what it is that is happening to them,
refocusing their, perhaps what their hopes for the future are.

Re.: You drill into them hope, hope, hope, realistic hope, you know
because until you are told, 'this is it, that's allwe can do', there is
always hope. 'You failed this treatment, we willtry another one, this
didn't work, we will do this', you know.

PC Nurse
Co.: [et's say on a day-by-day basis, abitities are taken away on a
day-by day basis...they witt stip to a lower [eve[ of hope or it's the
same hope, as far as, maybe yesterday got up. I remember this one
patient very clearty ... and he said, you know 'tomorrow I reatty want
to get out of bed and sit in the chair' and it was just so poignant,
that's what his total hope had been reduced to and it was atl
meaningful to him.
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Fi.: um, I think sometimes, it's, it's putting things into perspective,
um, maybe hetping someone reatize that using other energy to get to
the bathroom is not a good use of their energy because maybe they
have family coming in, in the afternoon. Where, o.k. you are giving

up some independence and you are now having a fotey, but you are

not using up your energy to get to the bathroom and now you can get

up in the chair in the afternoon and visit with your famity.

Switching Gears

Att of the nurses spoke of 'switching gears'. This typicatty occurred when

there were undeniabte and irrevocabte changes in the patient's physicat

condition, which drasticatty altered possibitities. Difficutt truths had to be

broached. The weight of some of these truths were chatlenging to balance

with possibitity. BMT nurses referred to 'switching gears' when they spoke

of situations where atl treatment options had been exhausted and patients

had faited to respond. They had to change their thinking about hope as it

pertained to a cure and refocus it toward hopes for a peaceful death.

'switching gears' on the PC unit usuatty occurred when the patient's death

was imminent. The nurses, patient, and the famity att possessed an

awareness that the patient was living through the last stage of [ife.

However, when the patient began to 'actively die' the raw truth of that one

reatity had to be acknowtedged and the list of possibilities had to be

minimized to that of a peaceful death.

BMT Nurse:
Re.: That's what we always do, always say, always say (hope for a

cure) and then all of a sudden... what else can we do'and the doctor
says 'nothing, nothing' (quietly). Then usually the next quest¡on is 'how

long do I have'. Usually at that point it's... then the focus changes.
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Ma.: For us... it's difficutt because you are hoping, you are fighting
with patients, with famities for long periods of time, year... two years
and then one day you switch, that same person that same patient and
usuatty... it just comes to a halt. lt's just, yeah and it's um, you are
switching gears, with care. And the same things that you woutd have
said to a famity a week before, you won't say then.

PC Nurse:
Fi.: There is nothing hidden, you're, you're at a reatty vutnerabte
time in life and you get to be part of that and make it somehow be
better. Yeah, it's reatty raw, there is no covering up on anything,
it's out there.

Te.: Sometimes they'say isn't he doing well today, he did so wett
yesterday, things are getting better' and you look at them ... and say
'they are dying, we need to move atong'... and they [ook, they look in
your eyes and it is just [ike, um, it's like horror, they have just seen
something so horrendous and then the tears come and the tears
aren't even hard to deal with, it's, it's... you know reality can reatty
smack you in the face.

lmbatance and lsotation

Overty focusing on truth or possibitity without giving due consideration to

one or the other created a tensions in relation to decision-making. This

could resutt in miscommunication and may have had the effect of creating

distance between the nurse/heatth care provider/famity member and the

patient. Patients may have become isotated as a consequence.

Pi.: "l stitt try to support what she wanted and what her husband
wanted, even though I didn't reatty betieve that they were going to
have anything positive come out of it... Like, I stitt tried to support
what she wanted, um, without sort of, like me being a littte more
reserved.

Ma.: "...and I remember... her and her husband, they had just
received the news that day... about there being this 3% chance that
she woutd survive. And to me, if I had received that information, I

woutd have thought 'oh, it's over', but they, they were telting me
that, they kept saying'3%, she has 3%'. They were from (city) and
she said 'that means out of a 100 (people f rom her home city), 3
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would survive and I know that's going to be me, I know it'... At that
point I had hoped that she woutd sort of accept the information that
we had given her and she was hoping right to the very end that she
woutdn't die. That was reatty hard for me to care for her in those
last hours because, there was so many things I wanted to do for her.
I wanted to...have her cat come to the hospital and see her, but she
was so against betieving that she woutd die. Not onty that, her
famity, were from (cify) and they didn't make it in time, she didn't
want to speak on the phone with them or tatk to them. I just felt as

though there was so much that we coutd have done..."

Morality Judgements

Throughout the process of appraisal and balance nurses were also making

moral evaluations about truths and possibilities. These judgments often over-

rode other assessments with regards to their decisions about hope and how

they communicated with patients. There was recognition that they had the

power to harm patients by encouraging or discouraging hope. Nurses

struggled to balance their need to be truthful with the patients need to remain

hopeful.

BMT Nurse
Gr.: She was finatty going to a home for patliation and they were
taking her, the ambutance was taking her, transported and she was
like'oh you just see, l't[ be back', you know. 'l't[ get over this, l'tl
be back' and what are you supposed to say to that? You can't say,
'no, you are not coming back, this is the last time I am going to see
you', you know... that was reatty hard and uh, because you say to her
'wet[ I hope so'. Because you do hope so.

Bt.: "You know, you don't think, you don't say, good-bye in the sense

of...o.k. I reatize this is the last time I am ever going to see you ative.
You don't took at it that way or you don't focus on that for them that
way, it was you have a safe ftight home and go be with your famity
was the way that I focused on it for her on that day.

Ma.: He was 18 years o[d-a young guy, you know. And ljust fett that
woutd never happen and it hurt me, it hurt me to have that...But at
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the same time I know how wonderful and important that was for him
to have that hope.

PC Nurse
Aq.: They are tetting me, ís it wrong to maybe hope for a cure - No, I

don't think it is wrong to hope for that at att. Miractes happen
everyday, unfortunatety we are just not use to seeing them.

Summary

Nurses described several cognÍtive activities when speaking about hope

and their practice. Hope was defÍned as inctuding aspects of wishing and

dreaming and it was focused toward the future. Nurses' thinking,

surrounding hope, involved a comptex set of assessments where truths and

possibitities were evatuated. Truth and possibitities from various

perspectives including, a personal and medical perspective as we[[ as

patients' perspectives were considered. significance or weight was

assigned to each perspective. Nurses sought to maintain a batance between

truths and possibitities for themselves and their patients. This couLd

become a source of tension for nurses. Overly focusing on either truth or

possibitity created distance between nurses and their patients. Patients,

who concentrated too heavity on truths, or only on possibitities associated

with their ittness, were perceived to be isotated from others. There were

events which necessitated that nurses refocus or redirect their hopes for

patients. Nurses referred to this as switching gears. Finatty atl decisions

related to inftuencing hope in patients were fittered through a process of

moral assessment. The decision to inspire hope was based upon what was

determÍned to be good for patients.



Nurses believed that they could inftuence or inspire hope in their patients

through their interactions with patients and by devetoping retationships that

were trustworthy. Trustworthy retationships evotved from interactions that

were mutuatly revealing to a certain extent. These nurses wanted to

understand their patients as individuats or persons so that they coutd inspire

hopes that were meaningfut and hetpfut. This was an aspect of nursing

practice that they viewed as tremendously satisfying.

BMT Nurse
Or.: You do develop very strong retationships that may or may not
happen to the same degree in other ptaces. I think the evolution is
realty important. lt provides you with opportunities for that kind of
intimate relationship as the, as time passes.

Ma.: Knowing that peopte trust in me and can confide in me about
how they are feeting about the way things are going and I think I try
to estabtish that right off the bat.

Re.: lwas atways sort of taught'you can't get too invotved, you have
to step back, you know, you just can't...you'[[ burn out, but I think
that you burn out if you don't get involved and it hurts to get
invotved sometimes, it's very hard'. But otherwise you are just going
to work and cottecting a pay cheque, I can't.

PC Nurse
Te.: That's why I am atways thankful that you can see a littte bit of
that person's personatity... I don't even care as they deteriorate, that
abitity to um interact always recedes. You know, sometimes they
putl away, but you knew what they were tike... when there
personatity was reatty intact. lf you can see that it makes it easier to
care for them.

Estabtishing Trust and Connecting

The estabtishment of trust was fundamental to the process of inspiring or

inftuencing hope. Nurses needed to demonstrate trustworthiness so that

Affiliative Dimension

8s
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patients coutd betieve them when they offered them hetp. Patients woutd

atlow their hopes to be inftuenced by nurses who showed themsetves to be

sincere, knowledgeabte and caring. Trust had to be present between nurses

and their patients, particutarty during those episodes referred to by the

nurses as 'switching gears'. lf the nurse were to renegotiate and hetp

patients and their famities refocus hopes they must have their trust.

BMT Nurse
Ma: Just things to show that I care for them. They are tired, they are
overwhetmed, tetting them, you know 'maybe we can, maybe we can
put a tittte do not disturb sign on your door for two hours this
afternoon and you can get some rest'. Sort of showing them that I

am here to protect them, I'm not here to invade their lives.

Or.: lt is never an event, but through the course of going in and just
being there and exptaining things and estabtishing a retationship of
trust, because I atways do what I say I am going to do, at least 99.9o/o

of the time, I do what I say I am going to do. So if I say l't[ get back
to you with that, I do. Or I witt say remind me about this. lf I say I

am going out to find somebody, I witt. So, just tittte bits, like littte,
just like buitding a house, brick by brick.

PC Nurse
Te.: (l)want to have a real good retationship...with them so you can
be reatty honest because you know at some point in time the
honesty, that's what's going to mean a lot then. And you want to
have a real trusting... I don't want it to be an issue of trust...l want to
get in there so I can say to them and (they) are going to betieve me
when I say 'we need to move things atong', or when I say 'l think we
can get this pain under controt, I think if you give us a coupte of
days, you are going to feel a lot better and we wi[[ be abte to get you
home'. I want them to betieve it. So whether I am giving them good
or bad news, I hope that they know that I am sincere.

Te.: lwant them to say when I do something with them, it's going to
be because I reatty do have their best interests at heart, whether it
be something that is difficutt for them or something that is joyous,
you know.

Te.: You say things like'l knowyou have been tetting me you are
ready for your death but when it happens, it's going to come fast and
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you are going to be amazed, it's never the right moment, it's never'
and um, 'but I'm going to be there with you and ...you know you want
to provide a tittte comfort.

Fi.: Sometimes I think you just connect if you are able to get them
through a real rough spot and they see you as that person who helped
them through that, you know and I think there is a connection.

ln order to be seen as trustworthy a connection must have been

estabtished between nurses and their patients. This invotved interactions

where the nurse shared something, of a personal nature, with a patient.

The relationship evotved beyond that of nurse-patient to that of person-

person. There was an affirmation of the patient's personhood as a resutt.

A better understanding of each other was achieved and the nurse gained

more credibitity with his/her patient.

BMT Nurse
Bt.: Herand lhad a simitar personal situations, chitdren in custody
and those kind of divorce issues that her and I were abte to, I guess,
connect on that tevet, outside of a nurse providing care ... was abte to
directly empathize with her in terms of wanting the best for your
children, the feeting powertess to do that and I think that both of us
tatking hetped give each other hope that maybe things witl turn out
for the best."

Or.: Being myself because I don't try to be'a nurse', or'the nurse'...
Um, sometimes our conversations are about their lives, usually, l...ask
peopte 'what do you do'. Not 'what did you do' but 'what do you
do'. Um, ltake my cue from them, ah...

PC Nurse
Li..: "And sometimes when they ask, you know, 'are you married, do
you have kids, what do they do' and I am tetting them my story and
thinking'why do you rea[ty....' lt's not important to you...and I think
'we[[ maybe that's their way of hanging on and participating stitl'.
Being connected and that's fine and l't[ share..."
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Aq.: But that gets backto spending time with them. Everyone likes
you to tetl them your story, they like to hear your story and they like
to tet[ you theirs. Because I believe that time is telling those people
they are worth being with and that you care about them and that's
when they share with you, of themselves.

Co.: "l'm hoping to bring them something about mysetf that atlows
them to feel that this is a safe thing."

Aq.: She was one of my connections... and I used to bring my fairies in
and show her my ... collection. She had collections too. . I use to take
about an hour and go in there, if I wasn't busy. I'd just spend time
talking to her about the kids and what was happening, you know, she
would share with me a lot about, you know, her worries about her kids
and her daughter who is just turning 13 and her boy is younger, you
know the worries, things she worried about and things she hoped
about her kids...

Connected

Nurses reported feeting more hopeful about patients with whom they

coutd 'connect'. They described hopeful individuats as those who remained

connected to friends and famity and to the tife that they had outside of the

hospital setting. Conversety nurses found it difficutt to 'connect' with

patients whom they perceived as hopetess. Hopetess individuats were

depicted as disengaged, isotated, and empty.

BMT Nurse
Pi.: Peopte who have more hope for returning to their lives, stay
reatty invotved in their outside lives and their famities outside lives.
Sort of not giving up that connection. Often a patient who is sort of
despairing and negative witl sort of withdraw from other peopte and
not be as interacting with their famity and friends as others.

B[.: Feetings of hopetessness... it is harder to make a connection, you
know, to be there for them, you know, for listening, as wetl as direct
nursing care and things of that nature. Even the things how to
connect and when is humour appropriate...somebody who, speaking
for mysetf personatty, that you reatty connect with patient-wise and
famity-wise, it is easier to provide that sense of hope.
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PC Nurse
Li..: And they are more connected...and they are the ones that have
famity members coming in att the time.

Aq.: cause lthink peopte who don't have hope are often isotated... I

think it makes me feet, it can bring down, but, I think it just makes
you fee[ that you need to be in there more, you need to be spending
more time with them, you need to reatty get them tatking and
estabtish a bond, estabtish something, somehow connect with them.

Fi.: (No Hope)l think reatty withdrawn, with a kind of ftat affect, uh,
just wanting to be left atone... lt's hard to connect. lt's hard to, it
makes you feel (pause). I think caring for them you feel a tittte bit
weighted, it's a bit of a burden... Well, I'm just thinking, yeah, if you
are not hopeful, you are a bit of a shell aren't you?

You've got to Laugh

Nurses viewed humor as an important etement of their interactions with

patients that hetp to inspire hope. lt attowed the nurse a gtimpse of the

peopte that their patients were. Nurses fett more connected to their

patients if they coutd share laughter with them. lt provided patients with a

sense of normalcy and that perhaps'thÍngswitl turn out right'. Life was sti[[

good if it was stitl providing opportunities for laughter.

BMT Nurse
Bt.: Um, lguess hope, for me sometimes comes in the form of
humour, providing that sense of retease being that not everything is
that overburdening sense of finality, as wetl as the sense of beinp
o.k.

PC Nurse
Li..: Whether you have no breasts or no nose or whatever, you can still
laugh and be crazy and you are just normal. You are just like
everybody else only you have this diagnosis.

Te.: But probabty the best thing is to use a littte humor and Ít makes
them feel tike....when you can see them laugh, even smite, their day
is brighter and they are relating tike a norma[ person... lf you can get
them at the bedside within a coupte, even days, and either they or



the famity member laughs, I have reatty achieved something then.
There is a little bit of normatity even though the situation isn't
normat...

Li.: ...You know, we witl go in and someone is dying there and they
are atl tatkÍng about good times and taughing and joking... it almost
seems out of ptace but it isn't, it's a, that's life right, it does go on
after someone dies.

Providing a Context

lnspiring hope in patients often invotved providing them with a frame of

reference. The iltness experÍence needed to be ptaced within the context

of patients' lives so that they could gain an understanding of this new

aspect of their tives. Nurses stated that providing context attowed patients

to feel safe and less overwhetmed. lt created a sense of 'normatcy' by

finding a place for the new reatity of their ittness. Nurses maintained that

providing this context inspired confidence that possibitities stit[ existed in

the changed lives of their patients. They viewed this as one of the more

satisfying components of nursing practice.

BMT Nurse
Pi.: So I realty like that whote process of having someone newty
diagnosed and being abte to teach about the disease and the
treatment. I reatty, I get satisfaction of them being sort of ...feeting
more confident about their treatment and their care. Lots of peopte
witt come and sort of be very scared and very overwhetmed by the
new experience and I reatty tike being abte to sort of be there for
them during that time.

Ma.: You know, initiatty peopte hear leukemia and they think'it's a[[
over for me and that's it', it's overwhetming and .... Um, as far as
when I am teaching famities and patients about tiving with leukemia,
I try to hetp them to have hope by, I guess I try and normatize things
for them ah. Because I know, and I activety tett them that 'you
know, you are stitt the same person, but you are going to be tiving
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with leukemia. lt's a chronic iltness, you know. You are stitt the
same person.

Ma.: ltry to hetp peopte find a ptace for it (cancer) in their lives and
I try to suggest to them that perhaps this could be, this is a project
right now, this is a project, it's a very important project but when
you are finished your project you know, you witl be abte to.....and I

try and focus and ask them questions about their ptans for the future,
you know. Things witl change, what do you think?

I get Hope from...

Nurses were inspired to hope by the very peopte whose hope they were

trying to nurture. Patients who remained positive and persevered in spite

of devastating ittness were powerful sources of hope for nurses.

PC Nurse
Aq.: The famities and the patients. They give... hope...Yeah, they do.
My cotleagues too. They give me a lot of hope.

BMT Nurse
Ma.: Hopeful patients give me hope because when they betieve in the
possibitities then that makes me betieve in the possibilities. lt's kind
of infectious that way I think.

Re.: So you go in there and here they are for the fifth day in a row
and they have such a bad mucositis, that they can't even tatk to you
and they are up brushing their teeth. You know, I don't know if you
have ever seen bad mucositis, but it is a very, you know, it hurts and
there they are, or they are sitting up looking at you and they are just
trying, they are just trying to watk the hatls and I just think, 'wetl
isn't that a hopeful thing'.

Significant retationships with other nurses atso served to nurture

hopefulness in nurses. Nurses needed the support of other nurses who

shared simitar experiences and who coutd offer encouragement and

empathy when required.

BMT Nurse
Pi.: There are a tot of nurses on (the BÂ4f unit) who have been there
for quite a white and even after seeing att the death and atl the
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suffering that has gone on in our ward, they stitt have a positive
attitude and sti[[ feel that um, that we are doing some good and are
accomptishing what we are trying to do

Gr.: I think that peopte who you work with factor in hugely. I know
there is a group of peopte I mostty work with att the time and I think
without having them, having them as resources or to even tatk to
about patients or to have to fatt back on, even like psychologicatty,
you know, without that group of peopte, a good group of peopte it
woutd be very hard to do the work.

Summary

Much of how nurses enacted hope in their practice was inctuded in the

affitative dimension. Nurses inspired or inftuenced hope in patients by

interacting with them in a meaningfuI way. Sharing information with

patients about disease and treatments woutd not inspÍre them to hope

untess it was provided by a person who was deemed trustworthy. Nurses

estabtished trust by seeking to know their patients and be known by their

patients as the persons that they were. They tried to connect with patients

not onty as a nurse but atso as the person that they were. This usuatty

invotved reveating an etement of their personal lives. Patients, who

remained connected to their friends and famity throughout their i[tness,

were perceived by nurses as more hopefut. Nurses found it easier to

connect to patients who they perceived as more hopeful. Nurses atso used

humor to connect with their patients. Humor was used to create intimacy

between nurses and their patients so that they could connect with them on

a more personal levet. Humor atso assisted patients in maintaining a

tighthearted perspective that prevented them from becoming overwhetmed.



Finatty nurses tried to create a context for ittness so that patients coutd

make sense of it and find a way to hope.

Behavioral Dimension

Nurses from the BMT unit and from the PC unit each adopted a very

different stance when describing behaviors that were hopefut or that

inspired hoping. These perspectives were reftective of eartier statements

about hope.

Fight

BMT nurses observed that individuats who were hopefuI were engaged in

the 'fight' for tife. BMT nurses saw themsetves as fighting along side of

their patients. They were 'pushing' and they were 'dragging' them to

persevere mentatty and physically and to get up and move. There was an

expectation that patients coming to the unit were witting and wanted to

fight for their survivat.

Ma.: On (the BlvlT unit), we are an active treatment unit um, we
have, you know, we take care of patients from diagnosis and usuatty
... you know, many cycles of chemotherapy; you get to know the
patients and the famity and you are hoping, you are fighting together

Gr.: ltotd her'you know, you have to do your best to get up, even if
you are super-tired, you have to push yoursetf, you atways have to
push yoursetf'. Sometimes peopte think, like that, you know, you are
tetting someone to push themsetves ...

Re.: lt's people are fighting for their lives. Fighting for their
lives...they sort of [ose witl you know, and that's when you have to
kind of ... push them a little bit and get them moving and doing atl
those things and when they start fighting with you, I love that, I love
that, you know I said to one patient 'oh you're feisty again, that's
good, you're back'. You know. Looking at those things and not being
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feisty is a negative. To me that's a positive, their fighting. lt might
be with you, but that's o.k. you know.

Re.: We have a patient right now who ah, is very sick, 'l can't do this
anymore'; and I say to hÍm wet[, 'why can't you, is it because you are
just to, you're throwing up and you are too physicatty sick, because
you are tired, because you don't want to fight anymore, why? Why?
Why?' So he totd me 'l'm tired, I'm sick' and I said 'if I can try and
make you less sick, do you, do you want to live or do you want to
die'. Welt he said, 'l want to [ive'; and then I said, 'wett, then l't[
help you and I am going to push you, but there is a time when it is
o.k. to give up, but are you, are you realty ready to give up'. He said
'no', and then lsaid'wet[ o.k., then I'm going to push you'and he
said'o.k'. And it was hard, hard days, but he said to me, said to me
'l'm back' and I said 'yes you are

The BMT nurses sometimes described themsetves as fighting to remain

hopeful when they were chattenged by the loss of patients. There were

times when their own survival as nurses was at risk and hope was difficutt to

maintain.

Or.: I watked onto the ward one day and there was my famity
physician and he has since died. Um, so you can't. Those are
situations you just have to live through. But on a day-to-day basis,
you have to figure out a way to survive... And thrive.

Ma.: That's why I didn't know if I woutd be the right person for your
study. I thought, you know, I saw the topic, I thought, 'gosh, am I

hopefut' and I reatty questioned whether I was or not. Um, in the
beginning I sure was, but we have had so many losses and l've
suffered... l'm struggling, l'm struggting...

Surrender/Resignation and Acceptance

PC nurses described hopeful behaviors as those that facititated

resignation. Surrendering the fight for a cure and surrendering hopes for

physicat heatth in favor of emotional and spiritual heating. PC nurses

considered symptom management crucial to this process of resignation.

They considered pain control an urgent matter that needed to be attended
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to very quickty. When physicat paÍn was managed effectively patients coutd

more easily ignore their aiting bodies and focus their energies on

experiences that provided emotional healing and spiritual growth. They

tried to facititate those experiences that woutd provide peace and

contentment to their patients.

Te.: Sometimes hope is giving up the fight and graciously and in a
gracious manner, you know. Hope can sometimes be resignation.
You know...as we say, it's kind of btack, but when somebody stops
breathing, that's a good thing on this ward sometimes.

Te.: Hope seems to be, it's one of those etusive things, if you haven't
deatt with the daity comfort, decreased anxiety, enough food,
decreased pain, hope isn't part of it... hope doesn't come in when the
basics haven't been deatt with.

Aq.: Hope can be a healing of the body, but from the inside out...
somebody's body can comptetety deteriorate but the hope of that
heating from within, it doesn't matter about the body, as we see it.
It's a heating of the person from within, their spirit. And it comes
with a catm.

Fi.: lthink hope when you are dying is ah, how do I put this, it
doesn't include any of the frivotous hopes that we have otherwise. I

think it's the true hope that you reatly hope for whether that be life
after this or connecting with your famity before you go.

Te.: And there she is skinny and dying with these tittte artificial
breast and she had a wig that she wore att the time, and we would go
through, make her look good, put her make-up on and I spent 6
weeks with this woman, futl time.

Aq.: Att the things that reattycount, atl those human things, they
can't do because they can't get past the symptoms.



The nurses from the BMT unit described confticting emotions when they

speak of hope. They att reported feeting energized and happy as resutt of

hoping, however the emotions were that of uncertainty and anguish were

equatty prominent. The BMT nurses were conflicted about hoping too much

for patients in their care. They feared for their patients. Hope coutd be

the source of joy but also disappointment and pain.

Re.: The struggtes, the pain, pain and then they stitl carry on, it's
very sad. But it is uptifting too, it, it is both those things, you just
feel tike crying for them but then they do it and it's awesome reatty.

Pi: You fee[, like happiness and you feel um, like you have something
to look forward to, that there is something good to come.

Gr.: lt energizes actuatty. That was the first thing that came to my
head...when you do feel hopefut, at least you, it pushes you a tittte
bit more.

Or.: lt's good. lt's an uptifting experience. As you watch peopte, you
can learn.

Ma.: ldo have hope, but it's um...(taugh), it's painfut hoping. lt hurts
me when I hope for people, it hurts me and every time we have a
newty diagnosed patient, l't[ say to one of my cotleagues, 'oh I hope
he does wett', but it hurts, it is a hurtful hope, it's not, 'l know he's
going to do wett'or'l know it', it's not that, it's ah...it's an
uncertainty, but a large fear.

Pi.: When you are hoping for something you atways want the good to
come out of it, but you are never reatty knowing what is going to
happen.

Affective Dimension

Confticted
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The nurses from the PC unit associated feelings of peace and

contentment with hope. They experienced feetings of warmth and joy

when they were hopefut. Like the BMT nurses they fett energized when

they were hoping but they did not report uncertainty or pain to the same

extent. There was not the same sense of inner conftict as conveyed by the

BMT nurses. Some of the PC nurses described feeting guitty about what they

hope for related to their patients' deaths, however this is not a prominent

emotion.

Li..: Hope is an energy, of course, it's a positive energy.

Aq.: I think it is a very calming thing. I think it is a very calming thing.
It's a sereneness.

Aq.: lt (hope) gives you that inner peace to keep doing what you
want to do.

Fi.: (Hope) you can have a contentment lthink. lthink it can bring
you peace.

Ye.: there is joy, there is taughter, there is peace, there is
contentment, there is, it is endtess right.

Peaceful
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Te.: Atmost, that sense of comfort when you get sitting in a warm, in
the warm sun and you can feel that just comptete peace, but also in
a good happy sense. On the beach with a good group of friends, you
know, feeting warm and comfy, atmost to the point of steep and then
something just brightens you up, that's the way hope is it
encompasses warmth, a sense of security, a catming, it should bring
you peace and um, at times just laughter with the peace, I guess.

Te.: Wett, you know sometimes when you are hoping that the death
witl come easity and quickty, there is a littte bit of guitt invotved.



As mentioned eartier the BMT and PC nurses provided very different

perspectives when describing behaviors associated with hope. The BMT

nurses adopted a fighting stance when they engaged in hopefut behaviors

white the PC nurses chose to surrender or resign the fight in favor of

acceptance. The BMT nurses were more tikety to describe feelings

associated with hope as confticted whereas the PC nurses described feeting

peaceful and content when they hope.

Summary

Each workplace provides a unique set of circumstances where hope can

be enacted. This factor inftuenced what nurses were hoping for retated to

their patients. Nurses also came to their work with their own set of tife

situations which had hetped to shape their ideas of what could be hoped

for. The nurses' own life situations affected the context of their hope and

inftuenced how and what they hoped for their patients.

Peopte Come Here to be Cured

The BMT nurses stated that their patients were admitted to their unit

because they wanted to live for as long as possibte. The workptace

activities were concentrated toward extending their patients lives and so

the nurses' hopes were atso focused in that direction.

Pi.: sort of, on (the BMT unit) it's considered a very active aggressive
treatment and I guess that peopte being there witl atways have more
hope (of a cure)... sort of they don't have that finatity of something,
um...
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Gr.: And um, so theywere hoping to survive and beat leukemia and
to fight leukemia because they are a fighter, you know, we have a [ot
of peopte who want to fight.

Pi.: Often our physicians are so geared towards active acute
treatment that it is reatty hard to make that switch to somethinp
paItiative.

There was Serious lttness/lnjury in my Famity

when discussing life circumstances which had contributed to their

perception of hope most of the BMT nurses described incidents of personal

or famity iltnesses or injury. Theses were situations where the nurses or a

significant person in their lives had experienced an injury or ittness and

which had created a crisis in their lives. The crises were generatl.y resotved

in a positive fashion often with the assistance of a nurse.

Gr.: Wett, my father had, he had a tumor in his um, a sarcoma and he
had that taken out and everything like that and he actuatty spent
some time on (the BMT Unit). Just because he had an infection so he
had to be isotated and he was there for a week. l, I didn't reatty
reatize (the BMT Unit) was there, lwasn't nursing then either... lt
kind of intrigued me to want to work there, and atso when I was 19 I

had a friend who died of cancer. lt was pretty traumatic and the
nurses who worked with her were pretty amazing and I just, um...

Or.: lwas in a car accident when lwas 1ó which sort of set me on the
road to becoming a nurse. Um, in those days, women became mostty
nurses, teachers and stewardesses (taughter). But two things
happened out of that. There was a nurse at the scene who I was very
impressed with regardtess of, I wasn't reatty hurt that badty, other
than shock. But, the second thing that was, because two peopte
were kitted in it, I was, I never, ever assumed that, after that
anyway, I never had the assumptÍon that adotescents have that
nothing bad witt ever happen to them.
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Nurses on the PC unit understood that patients who came to their unit

were tiving through the last stage of tife. Their workptace activities were

focused on supporting patients so that they coutd live through this stage

comfortably and in a manner that was satisfying to them. Consequentty the

PC nurses' hopes were focused more toward patient comfort and, to the

extent that they coutd, facititating activities that were important to their

patients. These nurses were committed to assisting patients and their

families through this last stage of life in a manner that was positive and

supportive.

Aq.: But when lcome to work ljust feet that this is it for a lot of
these peopte and you know what, I've just got to make it the best I

can, that's att.

Aq.: I just hope that I can get them to where they need to be and I

can't project, particularly where they shoutd be because I am not
them, but, I hope I can get them there somehow.

Fi.: Because when, o.k., when you are first diagnosed or something,
your hope is mostty to cure this, to get better. You are in pa[tiative,
that reatly isn't your hope anymore, your focus maybe...

Li: I think um, whatever your hopes are, we will try and help you
achieve that, yeah.

Aq.: I can help them in plugging things in and being there but I can't
get them to that spot, we all have to get there on our own and there is
a lot of different things that play into that, you know.

Li..: I suppose going with their theme, you know and going, not
necessarity their wishes, but their hopes and the way they are
thinking that kind of thing. You get on their wagon...

Te.: Like lsaid, it's just to achieve a peaceful and sometimes
comforting death for both the patient and the famity and a lot of
times it's being abte to provide, whether it's putting in a intrathecal

Peopte Come Here to Live until they Die
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[ine or something that they can go home with their medications. That
they can, you know, do as much living as they can in the short time
they have.

I Lost Someone in my Famity

Atmost att of the nurses from the Pattiative Care unit stated that they had

lost someone very ctose to them earlier in [ife. They expressed

dissatisfaction with the end of tife care that their loved one had received.

These nurses conveyed a determination that their patients shoutd not

experience the same hardships on the Pattiative Care Unit.

Ye.: I atways go back to my Mom. I was 17, my Mom was 44 when she
died. That was very difficutt and I never reatty got past that until. I

was in nursing school and I was 40ish.

Te.: I didn't have that (good) experience with my father's death.

Co.: So much was left unfinished, uffi, it (father's death) created so
much suffering for me, because everything was left comptetety
unfinished between him and l, um it created more of a sense of
urgency about my own [ife.

Nurses on the BMT unit tried to keep their own hopes for patients focused

on short term goats and this is what they tried to communicate to their

patients as wett. At times this was a daity chatlenge for both the nurse and

the patient. There was to much variabitity in long term goats. Focusing on

chatlenges and accomplishments that presented themsetves on a daity basis

atlowed nurses to keep hopes at a [eve[ that was manageable.

TemporaI Dimension

Life is Day to Day
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Bt.: One of the things that I like to tatk to and teach patients is... it is
very overburdening, overwhetming if you try to look at the tong
picture, take one day at a time, you have to. You have to take it one
day at a time, because if you look at the whote course of events,
anybody woutd be overwhelmed

Ma.: ltry to hetp peopte focus on the day-to-day aspects and um,
even Íf they have had a terrìbte rotten day, at the end we say, ,wet[
there is one down and tomorrow is a brand new day.

Re.: Stitt they.....they ptod on, they just keep going. They just hope,
they just think, 'l't[ hopefutty get past this, hopefutty I'lI be o.k.,
hopefutty this witt work'.

B[.: Focusing on sma[[ goats gives them the hope that eventuatty they
witt be at that end where they witt be going home

Living in the Present

The PC nurses kept hopes focused on the present or the 'right now' and

the 'right here' of each situation. There was an awareness that their

patients were dying and that their future was very timited. Their hopes

were focused on daily moments that provided their patients with comfort

and peace. These moments coutd be the last ones that their patients

experienced and so there was a sense of urgency around the provision of

care. Symptoms were deatt with quickty and effectivety.

Te.: You don't say'l knowyou have onty got a month to [ive'. That
doesn't even enter your mind, you are busy deating with their living,
right at that point in time.

Li..: The present, that's the word, that first got me... ldon't thinkof
tomorrow, I think of now and the present and do what I can for now.
I never think of tomorrow because, with our peopte, tomorrow
doesn't atways come.

Te.: But it is more like when you see a symptom, you control it, we
are right there in their face with the doctors and the patients. lt's
not'l't[ get your pain under contro[ in two or three days', it's'1,[[ get
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it under control in a couple of hours'... Our hopes are very limited,
they are not long term and working with peopte who are dying.

Aq.: When you come onto the ward, you are dealing with that day
and it is very much what encompasses that day... I think you have to
have that abitity to just deal in the present, because there are a tot
of peopte who can't deal in the present.

Milestones

Att of the nurses interviewed mentioned achieving mitestones as an

important part of hoping. Mitestones were a source of hope for both the

nurse and the patient. lt hetped nurses and their patients to keep tife in

perspective. When patients were able to achieve mitestones that were

meaningful to them it provided nurses with a sense of accomplishment.

Nurses fett rewarded that perhaps on a very sma[[ scate they were abte to

hetp.

BMT Nurse
Or.: But she said 'this is the day the doctor totd me lwoutd be dead',
and I said 'wett... if you see that physician, mention it to him'
(Laugh).

PC Nurse
Aq.: She woutd start knitting and she woutd say to me, she woutd
hotd it up and she woutd look at me like this (raising her arms) and
she woutd say 'l'm knitting this for him for Christmas' and I would go
'ah ha'. This was in September... and lwould say'he't[ tike that';
and she woutd say 'do you think l'm going to get it finished?' and I

say 'l think you wi[t. Do you want to get it finished for Christmas?'
'Yeah'... and she woutd knit some more and every night she woutd
hotd it up to me and show me... Wet[ she said, 'l want to make it to
Christmas'. So she was doing some bargaining there. I said 'wett,
you've got the sweater made, he witt have it and have to open it on
Christmas'... Anyways, she did make it to Christmas and on Christmas
day... kids stayed overnight and they opened att their gifts and that
was her hope, to make it to Christmas, and she made it ...when I teft
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Christmas day at 3:00, she put the tight on and I went into the room
and she said to me 'something is happening to me right now'... I said
'l't[ just stand with you for about 10 minutes' and she said 'o.k.'. I

said 'do you want to have a cotd cloth on your head?' She said 'yeah'
and lsaid'quiet?' 'Yeah'. And that last thing lsaid to her, because
she died...l leaned over and I said to her 'yeah, but you made it to
Christmas' (whispering) and she said 'yeah'. And her husband passed
me in the hattway and... he stopped and he said 'she made it to
Christmas' and that was her hope and she made it. And he had the
sweater and he wore it.(Nurse weeping).

Summary

Each patient care unit provided a very different context for

the manner Ín which nurses viewed hope. The BMT unit was focused

toward remission of cancer whereas the PC unit was more concerned

with symptom management and patient comfort. The nurses each

came to work, however, with their own personal contexts which

inftuenced how they hoped. Nurses from the BMT unit were more

tikety to have experienced an event where they or a loved one came

ctose to dying but thankfutty recovered. Many of the PC nurses had

suffered the loss of someone ctose. These deaths were generatty

perceived very negativety by the PC nurses.

Finatty nurses incorporated the dimension of time into their

concept of hope. Nurses on the BMT unit focused their hopes,

retated to patient care, toward short-term goats that were achieved

one step at a time. The PC nurses directed hopes toward the 'right

now' of each moment and each day. Achievement of mitestones was

important for both groups of nurses. lt provided them with a sense

of accomptishment and helped to sustain their hope.



Each group of nurses offered a distinct perspective of hope

that was retated to their own worldview and their approach to

nursing practice. The BMT nurses who sought chattenges in their

nursing practice also adopted a fighting stance when describing

behaviors related to hope. Further they were more tikety to describe

feelings associated with hoping that were conflicted. They struggled

or fought to remain hopefut. Conversety the PC nurses who viewed

their practice as more of a 'catting' espoused a stance of surrender or

acceptance when they described behaviors associated with hope.

The feetings that they tinked to hope were those of serenity,

peacefulness and warmth.

Consensus was found between the two groups in the findings

retated cognitions and interactions retated to hope. These two

dimensions were more prominentty exhibited during the interviews

then were the other dimensions. Generatty both groups described

thoughts and decisions, retated to hope, that invotved batancing

truth with possibitity. Hopetessness was equated with isotation, and

resutted when there was an over emphasis on either the truth or the

possibitity of each patient care situation. Decisions retated to hope

were atso ctearty tinked to judgments about the moratity of hope. ln

other words decisions around fostering hope were atways fittered

through an examination as to whether or not doing so woutd hetp

Chapter Summary
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patients. Finatty interactions retated to hope involved those where

nurses were abte to 'connect' with their patients. These

interactions invotved affirmation of personhood for the patient,

which was achieved when the nurse exposed something of his/her

personal nature. These interactions engendered trust which was

seen by the nurses to be the foundation of hope.



ln this final chapter I discussed the findings of the study. The

concept of hope as described in the literature was compared with the

findings of the study. Discussion of the research objectives was arranged

under the questions as posed in the opening chapter. These inctuded:

1. How do nurses conceptualize and define hope and how does

workptace setting influence their concept of hope?

2. How do nurses incorporate their concept of hope into nursing care

and how does this manifest itsetf in their practice?

3. How useful is Dufault and Martocchio's Multidimensional Modet of

Hope for the study of hope as it pertains to nurses?

Sample demographic data was incorporated into the discussion of the

first question.

Chapter V

Discussion of the Findings

lntroduction
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Discussion of Research Questi on # 1

How do nurses conceptualize and define hope and how does

workplace setting influence their concept of hope?

The answer to this question is captured within the description of the

findings in the previous chapter. Dufautt and Martocchio's Mutti-

dimensionat Modet of Hope (MMH) provided the framework for a discussion



of the prevaiting themes. These were organized under the spheres of

generalized and pariticutarized hope and their dimensions which include the

cognitive, affitiative, affective, behavioraI temporal and contextual

dimensions.

Generalized and Particularized Spheres of Hope

Approach to Nursing

The BMT nurses and the PC nurses exhibited dissimitar approaches

regarding their nursing practice. This was an incidentat finding retated to a

question, at the beginning of the interview, that was intended to put the

participant at ease. lt was interesting to find that each participant

consistently responded in a manner that was pecutiar to his or her

respective group. The BMT nurses sought a chattenge in their work whereas

the PC nurses described their work as a ca[[ing. This finding cannot be

tinked to other studies retated to nurses and hope found in the literature.

It is mentioned however because it provides insight into the wortdview of

the nurses and seems to permeate their concept of hope as wetl as their

activities retated to hope and their patients. lt seems ptausibte that each

wortdview may have influenced their choice of workptace setting. The

differences related to the conceptuatization of hope may be more a factor

of the type of individual choosing to work in certain workptace settings

rather then the workptace setting shaping and Ínftuencing the

conceptuatization of hope. ln other words individuats with simitar

t08
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conceptions of hope may share simÍtar perceptions retated to workptace

settings, which are considered desirabte.

I hope for Healthy and Long Life versus I hope for a Life Wett Lived

Each group of nurses presented a distinct perspective when asked to

describe hope in very general terms. Generalized hope has been described

in the literature as a large intangible umbretta which protects the hoping

individual by providing them with a sense that a good life is possibte

(Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985). lt is the belief that tife hotds some future

good. lt imparts an overall motivation to carry on with [ife's responsibitÍties

and it is reftected in one's wortdview.

Both groups chose to discuss hope in general terms from a very

personal point of view. The BMT nurses described their generat hope in

terms of a long and heatthy tife whereas the PC nurses referred to a life

wett lived. Both of these viewpoints have been reported in the literature in

retation to individuats with ittness (Herth, 1992, 1993; Ha[t, 1994), however,

neither has been distinguished or tinked to a particutar group of individuats.

I Hope for a Cure versus I Hope for a Peaceful Death

Particutarized hope is concerned with specific hopes. Particularized

hope was related to the nurses' practice given the nature of this study.

Once again there was divergence between the two groups of nurses. Not

surprisingty the BMT nurses hoped for a cure or remission for their patients,

white the PC nurses hoped that their patients woutd live comfortabty until

they died peacefutty. Given the focus of each patient care unit, one woutd
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expect to find some diversity related to this sphere. This finding is

consistent with Perakyta (1991) who reported that different forms of hope

were espoused by heatth care professionats depending upon the ward that

they worked on. lnterestingty Perakyta (1991) defined the prevaiting type

of hope on an acute medical unit as curative, whereas heatth care

professionats on the pattiative care unit were described as dismantting

hope.

It is ctear that particutarized hope for the BMT nurses is focused

toward a cure simitar to the nurses on the acute medical unit in Perakyta's

study. The PC nurses in this study, however, coutd not be characterized as

dismantling hope. Rather, their hopes were focused toward patient care

goals that are consistent with end of tife care. These nurses expressed

hopes retated to their patients' quatity of tife and spiritual wett being.

Hope was not dismantted but rather it was framed differentty then curative

hope.

Hope is lmportant for the Journey

The importance of hope in their own lives and in the lives of their

patients was stressed by both groups of nurses. Many of them referred to

life as a journey and hope was viewed as an important etement for that

journey. Hope was seen as a factor that keeps people engaged in life. This

finding is reftected in much of the research on hope particutarty as it

pertains to individuats with iltness (Cohen and Dawson, 2000; Ersek, 1992;

Hatt, 1 994). Mitter (1989) reported one of the prevailing themes among
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survivors of critical ittness was the betief that hope is "an intrinsic etement

of [ife" (p.24). The objects of hope were not deemed to be as significant as

the process of hoping. This finding has been estabtished by other research

with individuats who are itt (Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985; Hatt 1994) but it

has not been noted within the research conducted with nurses.

Most nurses asserted that they coutd not continue to practice if they

did not have hope for their patients. Hope was viewed as centra[ to nursing

practice and indeed this was considered an expectation of practicing

nurses. This finding was atso noted by Herth (1995) when she reported that

75 home heatth and hospice care nurses consistently rated the importance

of hope to their practice as very high.

Cognitive Dimension

The cognitive dimension was prominent in the manner that nurses

conceptuatized hope. When asked to define hope atl of the nurses used

language such as wishes or dreams. Hope was viewed as a positive and

purposefuI energy which functioned to motivate individuats toward a

desired goat. Most significantty hope was considered to be dynamic and

evotving as life circumstances changed. These descriptors are frequentty

reported in the literature with individuats who are itt (Dufautt & Martocchio

1985; Morse & Doberneck, 1995) but asyet have not be noted in research

invotving nurses.
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More importantty nurses identified severaI cognitive activities retated

to hoping for their patients. These inctuded, balancing truth with

possibitity, switching gears, and moral judgements.

Batancing Truth and Possibitity

DecisÍons surrounding hope invotved comptex and ongoing

assessments of truths and possibilities. Nurses incorporated several sources

of information to determine 'truths' as they retate to hopes for their

patients. These included medical truths, personal truths and the truth that

each patient brings to the ittness experience. A simitar appraisal of

possibitities was conducted concurrentty. Significance or weight was

assigned to each truth and possibitity. The vatue assigned to medicat truths

was particutarly noticeable among the BMT nurses, whereas this was not

such a significant factor for PC nurses. Nurses sought to maintain a batance

between truth and possibitity. Batancing truth with possibitity was most

encumbered by the number and frequency of additional truths and

possibitities that arose throughout patients' disease trajectories. The

greater the number of treatment options that were offered the more

chatlenging that batancing truths with possibitities became. This created

stress for nurses on both units and coutd become the source of tension

between nurses and their patients as we[[ as between nurses and other

health care professionats.

Thutesius, Hakansson and Petersson (2003) reported a simitar theme

of batance in their research on end of tife care. A grounded theory
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approach was used to cottect data from ó4 particÍpants, inctuding nurses,

physicians and patients. They suggest that hope, for terminail.y itt

individuals, is the resutt of batancing the vatue of each moment with the

time that one has left to live (H= V x T). Heatth care professionats can

inftuence hope by hetpÍng patients assÍgn greater vatue to each moment

lived. This equation, and its variabtes, is perhaps not as pertinent to the

nurses in this study but the theme of batancing is a parattet finding.

Further, Thulesius et a[ reported that continualty batancing patient care

needs with avaitabte resources was the source of great stress for heatth care

providers and patients. The constant assessment and reassessment of

treatment options vis a vis availabte resources and the desires or

expectations of patients and famities were difficutt to manage particutarty

during times of profound change in the physicat status of patients.

Switching Gears

Significant events related to their patients' condition sometimes

necessitated rapid and profound adjustments of hope. This required that

nurses refocus hope by batancing new truths with different possibitities.

several smatl possibitities may be offered to patients in order hetp them

maintain hope in the face of devastating truth. This was a chattenging and

stressful task for nurses particutarty for the younger nurses on the BMT unit.

It coutd become a source of tension for nurses if patients, or other members

of the heatth care team, were not abte or prepared to 'switch gears' atong

with them.
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This finding was atso noted by Perakyta (1991)when she described

the tensions that manifested retated to transitioning patients from 'curative

hope work' to 'paltiative hope work'. Herth (1990) found that when

patients described hope hindering factors they were usuatty associated with

periods during their iltness when there were significant changes in their

physical condition. Thulesius et at (2003) noted that there were cyclical

periods of 'shifting' throughout disease trajectory of terminally itt patients.

They state that these occur retated to changes in the physicat status of

patients. Shifting creates a crisis for patients but also taxes heatth care

providers as they struggte to rebatance "resources, communicationat skitts,

and empathy" (p.1360).

lmbalance and lsotation

lmbalance between truth and possibitity often created a distance

between nurses, in this study, and their patients. Patients who were

perceived as overty focused on possibitity or conversety preoccupied by the

truth of their situation were assessed by nurses as "not hoping". Nurses

found it chatlenging to communicate with them in a meaningful way. They

fett that they hetd back from these patients. lt was more difficutt to watk

into the room of one of these patients and they considered them more of a

burden to work with.

Abandonment and isotation has been described in the literature as

hope hindering factors (Ersek, 1992; Wong-Wytie & Jevne,1997). Herth

(1990) in her research with terminalty itl adults described the emotional
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distancing that occurs between patients and nurses during situations when

negative or profound changes in physical status devetoped. Research

conducted with individuals who are itl indicates that they feet

misunderstood and isolated during these episodes and consequentty

abandoned and hopetess (Koopmeiners et al, 1997; Milter, 1989).

Nurses in this study recognized that situations such as these often

required additional resources or invotvement of another nurse who coutd

provide a different perspective. Circumstances such as these created

tension and additional strain for nurses. As mentioned earlier Perakyta

(1991) atso observed increased tensions between heatth care providers and

their patients during periods of transition from curative care to pattiative

care.

Throughout the process of appraisal and batance, nurses were atso

making mora[ evatuations surrounding truth and possibitity. These moral

judgments functioned as a fitter for decisions related to inspiring hope in

patients. Dufault and Martocchio's model does not inctude this aspect of

hope. Their model was devetoped from data cottected with chronicatty and

terminalty itt adults who probabty did not question the ethics of their hope.

Nor was this finding captured in the research conducted by Herth (1993)

with famity members of terminatty adutts. Research conducted with nurses

has not previousty described this characteristic of hope. lt may that this

finding is unique to heatth care professionats.

Moratity of Hope
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Nurses are in a position of power relative to their patÍents. They

have the power to inftuence hope either by nurturing or discouraging it

(Koopmeiners et al, 1997; wong-wytie,1997).lt may be that nurses hope in

a fundamentatty different manner than patients and their famities, because

of the moral obligations that are espoused by their profession. By and large

nurses adhere to a code of ethics that obtigates us to hetp and not harm.

Furthermore nurses have a duty be truthful with their patients. The nurses

in this study betieved that they atso had a moral obligation to foster hope

appropriatety. Att of these considerations were factored into their decisions

with regard to fostering hope in their patients.

It was not ctear how the nurses in this study processed these moral

decisions. ln many instances they fett that they were required to respond in

a very rapid manner and moral appraisats were conducted almost

instantaneousty. Simpson (2002) noted that enabting hope in patients can

create moral ditemmas for nurses in some instances. She provides an

ethical analysis of hope using a feminist care ethics framework. This

perspective acknowtedges the importance of power differentiats in any

social retationship. 'Caring about', 'taking care of', 'care giving' and 'care

receiving' are suggested by Simpson as four steps that can assist nurses in

resotving moral ditemmas retated to hope. This process involves assessing

and recognizing the hope needs of patients and provides a method for

responding moratty to the significance of hope in the lives of individuats
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recognition and affirmation of personhood of those requiring care.

Affiliative Dimension

Connected and Sources of Hope

The affitiative dimension describes aspects of hope that are retated

to interactions with others. This dimension witt be more futty discussed in

relatìon to the second question posed for this study which examines how

nurses incorporate hope into nursing care. The MMH defines hope as a

phenomenon that can be inftuenced or inspired. Research with adutts who

are itl has found that famity members, heatth care professionals and a faith

in God are [isted as sources of hope (Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985;

Nekotaichuk, Jevne, Maguire, 1999). Nurses in this study indicated that

patients largely inspired them to hope. Patients who remained engaged in

their lives outside of the hospital setting and maintained connections with

famity and friends were assessed by nurses as more hopefut. Nurses

affirmed that they had stronger retationships with and fett more connected

to patients that they perceived as hopefut.

Hope was atso inftuenced by colleagues who shared experiences and

who offered encouragement. This finding is consistent with Landeen (1996,)

who reported that hope Ín nurses was positivety affected by long term

retationships with patients and being supported by cotteagues.

White spiritual wetl being was highty vatued, particularty in retation

to the PC nurses, a faith in God was not perceived by most nurses as a
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significant source of hope as it relates to their practice. lt coutd be that a

faith in God is a factor that Ís tinked to hopes of a personat nature and is

not as prominent when describing hope as it pertains to professional

practice. This coutd atso have been inftuenced by the hospital cutture, in

which these nurses practice, that is heavÍty inftuenced by the biomedical

modet.

Behavioral Dimension

Fighting versus Resigning

The BMT nurses and the PC nurses used very divergent language when

describing behaviors that were related to hoping. Not surprisingty the BMT

nurses, who seek to be chattenged in their nursing practice, perceived

themsetves as engaged in the fight for tife. They also recognized

determination as an important behavior retated to hope. Ersek (1992) and

sateh and Brokopp (2001), noted in their studies with bone marrow

transptant recipients, that participants adopted a fighting stance as a

strategy to maintain hope. Cohen and Dawson (2000) reported that bone

marrow recipients perceived themsetves as fighting for survivat. Survivors

of critÍcal itlness reported that nurses who conveyed a mental attitude that

was determined inspired them to remain hopefut. lt is ctear that the BMT

nurses in this study sought to inspire hope in their patients by encouraging

them to fight against their disease.

The PC nurses described hopeful behaviors as those that facititated

resignation. Surrender invotved giving up the fight for a cure and in turn
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acknowledging att of the possibitities that sti[[ remain in [ife, even as it

comes to an end. Hope was linked to activities which promoted peace and

contentment. Terminatly i[[ adutts in Herth's study (1990) inctuded

"purposeful pausing" which attowed inner feelings of tranquitity, as a factor

which fostered hope. Pain and discomfort were viewed by the PC nurses as

barriers to hope and therefore symptom management and paÍn control were

considered to be central to the inspiration of hope. Herth (1990) noted that

pain was a hope hindering factor reported by terminatty itt adutts. Herth

(1995) asserted that hospice nurses and home heatth nurses tisted pain

control and symptom management as the intervention most commonty used

in the maintenance of hope.

Affective Dimension

Confticted versus PeacefuI

The affective dimension inctudes aspects of hope which are related

to feelings. Feetings of anxiety and fear as wetl as those of joy, peace and

contentment have been described in the literature as co-existing within the

hoping individual (Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985; Morse & Doberneck;

Herth,1990, 1993;). These feetings were also described by att of the nurses

in this study but there were certain feetings that prevailed more

significantty among each group of nurses.

The BMT nurses described feetings retated to hope that were potar

opposites. They described feeting joy and pain simuttaneousty when they

hoped. The BMT nurses often described feeting confticted about hope as Ít
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pertained to their patients. Bone marrow transptant procedures are difficutt

for patients to toterate and they are risky. Fear was a prominent theme

reported by cohen and Dawson (2000) in their study with bone marrow

transptant recipients. Hope was used by the participants to minimize the

effects of fear. Post-White et a[ (1996) found that there was a significant

retationship between harm appraisal and levets of hope in theír study with

cancer patients. Participants who had higher hope scores were more tikety

to appraise risk of harm as lower. The BMT nurses may simitarty have

utitized hope as a mechanism for controlting fears and anxiety related to

the difficutt procedures which they must nurse their patients through.

Hope was linked to feelings of warmth, peace and contentment by

the PC nurses. They did not report feetings of anxiety and pain, to the

same degree as did the BMT nurses, when they hoped. Certainty they

expressed feelings of anxiety retated to patient care issues but this was not

a satient feature when they spoke of feetings connected with hope.

Terminatty itt patients inctuded in Herth's (1990) study, reported feetings of

inner peace in retation to hope which allowed them to transcend the

present and move toward a new awareness of life and its possibitities.

Researchers have not, to date, investigated how nurses feel in retation to

hope and therefore this finding is not reported in the literature.

It is possibte that the BMT nurses fett more conflicted about hope

because of the variabitity invotved Ín the bone marrow transptant

procedure. The objectives of patient care change more frequentty then
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with patients who are patliative. The BMT nurses were far less assured

about the outcomes of patient care then were the PC nurses. Patient care

objectives seemed more ctearty defined for PC nurses and they were more

certain about the outcomes that coutd be expected as a result of

therapeutic interventions.

ContextuaI Dimension

Peopte come Here to be cured versus peopte come Here to Die

Each workptace provides a context or opportunity for nurses to hope.

The context for hope usually invotves actuat or potential gains and losses

(Dufautt & Martocchio, 1985; Morse & Doberneck 1995). Thus far our

discussion has focused on the simitarities and differences in the perception

of hope as exhibited by two groups of nurses. lt is apparent that hope Ís

conceptuatized differently by nurses depending upon the nature and

objectives of their work. The BMT nurses affirmed that patients admitted

to their unit were hoping for a cure or remission of cancer and that is what

they hoped for as wett. The PC nurses acknowtedged that the majority of

patients on their unit were tiving through the tast stage of tife and were

hoping to live as productivety and comfortabty as possibte untit they died

peacefutly. This paratlets what the PC nurses hoped for their patients as

welt.

Context appears to have an influence on the conceptuatization of

hope. This phenomenon was described by Morse and Doberneck (1995)

when they examined how hope was conceptuatized by three different
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groups of adults each diagnosed with a different type of itlness. They

reported distinctly different patterns of hoping for each group. perakyta

(1991) atso reported that there was a prevaiting type of hope work adopted

by heatth care professionats on each of the three units that she observed.

There Was a Serious lttness in my Famity versus I Lost Someone in my

Famity

Nurse atso come to their work with their own set of tife

circumstances which have hetped to shape their perceptions of what can be

hoped for. The nurses' own life situations inftuenced their concept of hope

as it pertained to their patients. When asked about circumstances that had

shaped their perception of hope, most BMT nurses described events where

they, or a family member, had experienced a difficutt injury or itlness from

which they had recovered successfutty. The majority of PC nurses shared

that a close friend or famity member had died and this experience had been

problematic for them. Dufautt and Martocchio (1985) state that hope can

be inftuenced by previous successful achievement of desÍred goals.

lndividuats are more tikety to hope again when past hopes have been met.

Past experience has perhaps reinforced for BMT nurses that difficutt

ittnesses can be overcome whereas the PC nurses dissatisfaction with end of

life care has energized them to hope for a better experience for patients.



Life is Day to Day versus Living in the present

The dÍmension of time was incorporated into the experience of hope

for at[ of the nurses invotved in this study. Time was integrated into each

group's perception of hope in a stightty different manner. The BMT nurses

stressed the importance of hope within short term goats whereas pC nurses

focused hopes on the 'right now' of each situation. Each approach had a

significant impact on how nursing care was provided. The BMT nurses

focused hope on goats that were manageabte in effort to prevent their

patients from becoming overwhetmed by the chattenges of their therapy.

The PC nurses expressed an urgency retated to the provision of patient care

as they sought to create a mitieu that woutd permit contentment and

comfort for patients at the end of life. Each moment coutd be the last for

their patients and therefore was considered precious.

Both findings have been described by other research conducted with

persons diagnosed with ittness. Ersek (1992) and Sateh (2001) both reported

that bone marrow transptant patients sustained hope by focusing on short

term goals one day at a time. Hatt (1994) and Herth (19g9) found that

terminatly itt patients maintained hope by developing a new awareness of

the present and celebrating tife in each moment. Thutesius et at (2003)

also noted that the vatue assigned to each tiving moment coutd compensate

for the timited amount of time remainÍng in the tife of terminatty itt

patients and attow them to maintain hope.

Temporal Dimension
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Mitestones were important for atl of the nurses in this study. The

nurses experienced a sense of accomptishment when patients achieved

mitestones that were meaningfu[ to them. They used these mÍtestones to

offer theÍr patients encouragement. The nature and use of mitestones was

stightty different for each group of nurses. The BMT nurses described

mitestones that demonstrated that patients were moving ctoser to

remission. Conversety mitestones depicted by the PC nurses inctuded dates

or events that their patients wanted to live long enough to experience.

These findings are frequentty reported in the literature partìcutarty in

studies retated to bone marrow transptant recipients and terminatty itt

individuals (Ersek, 1992; Sateh,7001; Herth, 1990; Morse & Doberneck,

1995). Herth (1995) atso reported that the nurses in her study utitized

mitestones as a strategy to maintain and foster hope in oncotogy and

terminatty itt patients.

Demographic Data

The differences in each group's demographic data may exptain some

of the variations found in the manner that hope was conceptuatized by each

group. Most significantty was the fact that nurses on the pc unit had

significantty more years of nursing experience (19.9 then did the nurses on

the BMT (9.75) unit. white there was littte difference in the average

number of years worked on each unit, the range of years between the

shortest and longest years of service was much wider on the BMT unit (1-34)

Mitestones
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then on the PC unit (2-20). onty hatf of each group reported a retigious

affitiation. Three of the BMT nurses described themselves as practicing

members of a retigion whereas onty one nurse from the PC unit indicated

that she was practicing her faith. lt is interesting note that att of the PC

nurses expressed frustration with that particular question on the socio-

demographic questionnaire. Most fett that religion was generatty too

constraining for the expression of their own spirituality.

Nursing experience is a factor which impacts many aspects of nursing

practice (Benner, 1984) and therefore probabty has imptications for the

manner in which these nurses conceptualized hope. Nurses with more

experience may have encountered more patient care situations that linked

hope to quatity of tife rather then cure or remission of disease. Length of

nursing experience cannot account for atl the differences described in this

study but it shoutd be considered to be a contributing factor. Nursing

demographic data has not been inctuded in previous studies with nurses and

therefore has not been reported in the literature. Finatty white retigiosity

has generatly been tinked with high levets of hope (Fehring, Mitter, & Shaw,

1997; Micktey & Soeken, 1993) this was not a significant factor found in the

demographic data.
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Discussion of Research Question #2

How do nurses incorporate their concept of hope into nursing care and

how does this manifest itself in their practice?

The response to this question is reveated within the findings

described in the affitiative dimension. Essentiatty the findings of this study

reveal that nurses incorporate their concept of hope into their interactions

with patients. Hope is fostered through skittfut communication which

affirms personhood and buitds trust. The themes of connecting and buitding

trust, providing a context and humor were reveated by the data and witt

guide the discussion of the second question retated to this study.

Connecting/ Buitding Trust

Nurses in this study described fostering hope in patients as a process

of communication which commenced with buitding trust. Trust was

essential so that they coutd be perceived by patients as abte and witting to

provide hetp. Nurses sought to be assessed by their patients as sincere,

caring and trustworthy. ln order to accomptish this they needed to connect

with patients at a personal levet. This was achieved through interactions

where nurses revealed something of theÍr personal nature as they soticited

personal information about the patient. This attowed nurses to be reveated

as a person who was atso a nurse and it atso resutted in an affirmation of

the patient's personhood.
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There is support in the literature for the idea that nurses'

communication behaviors can foster hope in patients. lt has been described

in research involving individuals who are itt and atso in research that

inctuded onty nurses. Herth (1990) identified strategies such as

interpersonal connectedness and affirmation of worth as communication

strategies that assist in maintaining hope in patients. wong-wytie and

Jevne (1997) atso noted that individuats with Hlv described hopefut

interactions with heatth care professionats as those where they were

'known as human' and where the heatth care providers a[lowed themsetves

to be 'known as human' as wett. Furthermore the participants in wong-

wytie and Jevne's study reported that feetÍng connected to heatth care

professionats allowed them to atso feel understood and cared for. This,

consequently, led them to feel more hopefut.

ln his study with nurses who provided care for terminatty itt Hlv

patients Cutctiffe (1995) identified affirmation of worth and creation of a

partnership as strategies that were utitized by nurses to foster hope in

patients. These communication strategies were preceded by a process of

reftection in action which Cutctiffe describes as the apptication of self

awareness to interactions between nurses and theÍr patients. Herth (1995)

examined the use and effectiveness of hope inspiring strategies among

home heatth and hospice nurses. The home heatth nurses rated the

facititation of sustained connectedness as the fourth most effective strategy
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for inspirÍng hope in patients while the hospice nurses designated it as the

second most used strategy.

Humor

Humor was also used as a strategy to maintain and foster hope in

patients by the nurses in this study. Humor was a form of communication

that was used to estabtish intimacy in order to further connect with their

patients. Humor atlowed both the nurse and patient to interact as any

other two peopte might in the course of a conversation. Personhood was

conferred to both patients and nurses. Nurses betieved that sharing

laughter created a sense of tightheartedness for patients and prevented

them from becoming too overwhetmed by the demands of their illness.

Humor is reported in the literature as a hope fostering strategy. lt

was listed as the second most commonty used strategy by home heatth

nurses who participated in Herth's study (1995). The hospice nurses in that

study used humor less frequentty and onty rated it as the eighth of fifteen

strategies most frequentty used to inspire hope. Cutctiffe (1995) noted that

nurses who participated in his study inctuded 'ptayfulness' as a factor that

promoted hope. Cutctiffe conctuded that humor was part of hotistic care

that recognized the totatity of the person and was an important aspect of

maintaining hope in patients. Participants included in Herth's (1990) study

with terminatty itt adutts stated that tightheartedness created sense of

release from the present moment and provided a "communication tink

between persons" (p.1255). Finatty, Dean (2003), in her study involving the
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use of humor in pattiative care, reported that humor was used by both staff

and patients as a means of surviva[. Humor was used in order to survive

difficutt aspects of the dying process itsetf more so then uttimate physicat

survivat. Further Dean also noted that humor was atso used to preserve

dignÍty and acknowtedge personhood rather then merety being seen "within

the context of their ittness" (p.211).

Providing a Context

Att of the nurses in this study recognized the importance timety and

appropriate information as an effective strategy to maintain and foster

hope in patients. When information about ittness and treatments was

presented to patients, it was offered within a context that was

individuatized and meaningfuI for each patient. lnformation was structured

to provide facts but atso inctuded possibitities related to iltness and

therapies. The provision of information was conveyed in a manner that was

paced so as to prevent patients from becoming overwhetmed and feeting

hopetess.

Hatt (1994) reported that the maintenance of hope was enhanced by

information that was not onty accurate but atso offered within an

appropriate context. lndividuats with cancer who participated in a study by

Koopmeiners et aI (1997\ atso stated that the manner in which information

was shared affected hopefutness. lnformation that was imparted in a

manner that was focused on both facts and possibitity was perceived by

participants as more honest and compassionate and inspired them to remain
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hopefut. Wong-Wytie and Jevne (1997) reported a simitar finding in their

study involving HIV sero-positive peopte. Participants in their study

affirmed that hopefuI interactions with heatth care professionats inctuded

those where information was offered in a descriptive rather the prescriptive

fashion. lnformation provided in a descriptive format inctuded choices for

participants whereas prescriptive information assigned directions.

How useful is Dufault and Martocchio's Multidimensional Model of Hope

for the study of hope as it pertains to nurses?

Simitar to fossits that are deepty imbedded within the earth's crust,

the concept of hope is buried deep within our human psyche. Archeotogists

require toots that are robust enough to dig down to the outer edges of a

fossil but once these are exposed instruments that are more sensitive and

deticate are needed to expose the fu[[ extent of the fossit. Dufault and

Martocchio's Multidemensional Modet of Hope can be considered a robust

tool for examining the concept of hope. The strength of the theory lay in its

broad focus and apptication to the concept of hope. lt provided a useful

framework to organize and structure an array of observations resutting from

the study. The cognitive, affiliative, behaviorat, affective, contextual and

temporal dimensions were supported with the words of the participants.

Discussion of Research Question #3



Recognition of these aspects enabted a deeper appreciation of the

comptexity of hope as perceived by nurses.

The timitatÍons of this model became more apparent as I became

immersed in the data. Dufault and Martocchio define hope as always

retated to reatistic possibitity. ThÍs feature was not always present in the

manner that hope was conceptuatized by nurses. Hope seemed more

strongty tinked to possibitity then to truth and it was not usuatty retated to

reality. Further the component of moratity surrounding hope Ís not

inctuded as a component modet's cognitive dimension. Further Dufautt and

Martocchio maintain that the spheres of generalized hope and

particutarized hope are distinctty separate from each other and do not

interact. This does not seem consistent with the findings of this study

where statements retated to generalized hope seemed to permeate and

inftuence thoughts, feetings and interactions retated to particutarized hope.

ln keeping with Dufautt and Martocchio's model I did note that both

spheres and atl six dimensions were present in the manner that hope was

conceptuatized by nurses. Dufautt and Martocchio suggest that atl six

dimensions may overlap and change in emphasis which characterizes the

process of hoping. I found that the cognitive and affitiative dimensions

featured much more prominentty in how nurses perceived hope then the

other dimensions of the modet. This coutd be retated to the nature this

study which was focused toward nurses and their work as it retates to hope.

Nurses routinety make decisions about patient care which require use of
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knowtedge and processes of cognition. Further the nature of nurses' work is

grounded within their interactions with patients in their care.

The component parts of each dimension are not necessarily limited to

that dimension within the MMH modet. Thinking about hope is considered

to be a component of both the behavioral and cognitive dimensions. This

created some chattenges during the analysis and discretion had to be used

to make determínations about optimal fit with the data. This issue is

retated to the very dynamic and comptex nature of the phenomenon of

hope which is deepty imbedded into our thought processes as wetl as our

behaviors.

ln summary, the use of this model provided a robust tool for exposing

the outer edges and larger aspects of the phenomenon of hope. The

spheres of hope and its six dimensions were wetl supported by the data.

Simitar to the smalter bones of a fossit, however one woutd need an

expanded model more sensitive to the components of each dimension so

that they coutd be more ctearly detineated.

Reflexivity

Reftexivity refers to the degree that the researcher becomes

immersed in the setting being studied and in turn is affected by it (Koch, T.,

Harrington, A., 1998). lt requires the researcher to activety incorporate

both views of the insider and the outsider to data cottection and analysis.

This provides a new dimension that reftects an ethnographic picture. My
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research did not incorporate fieldwork in the true ethnographic sense,

however, I was able to observe certain responses and behaviors during and

after the interviews that further reveated the cutture of each unit and

something of my own nature as welt.

It became apparent as the interviews progressed that each nurse

came to the interview eager to speak about hope. They were however

unprepared for the types of questions that were posed. After each

interview I asked the participants what they thought of the questions and

universalty they responded that the interview questions had been difficutt

requiring them to think about aspects of their practice that were assumed

or accepted as'a given'. Many nurses stated that they needed to go away

and think about 'this'. Both groups of nurses assumed that hope was a

given for nurses and therefore not in need of research. Many nurses wanted

to talk about 'fatse hope' and thought that the interview woutd be focused

in that direction even though there had been a concerted effort on my part,

not to refer to fatse hope during the recruitment phase.

The body language of each group of nurses was most reveating and it

was during one interview with a pattiative care nurse that I noted how her

posture was so different then that of the nurses from the BMT unit. For the

most part the PC nurses sat back in their chairs with arms at their sides and

appeared more retaxed. The BMT nurses were intense and leaned forward

during much of the interview. lt was then that I noted the difference in

stances adopted by each group as either surrender or fight.
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Reftexivity affected my interpretation of the data. lt was common

for me to awaken at night thinking about the data. The data seemed to

consume my every waking moment and I started to perceive the concept of

hope as an object deepty imbedded in the earth that I was trying to

extricate with a putting force and which the earth woutd not let go. I fett

that I was trying to putt the concept of hope from the data but that because

it was so deepty imbedded the data woutd not surrender it. As I progressed

with the anatysis I realized that it was much better to delicately remove the

data like the loose sediment which surrounds a fossil so as to attow the

nurses' concept of hope to reveal itsetf. This required me to be more

persistent and to trust mysetf to make the right decisions about the data.

Finatty I devetoped a true fondness for the participants of this as I

anatyzed the transcripts of the interviews. I was deepty moved by their

wisdom, their inner struggtes and the poetry of their words. lt reinforced

once again for me the comptex thinking invotved in the provision of nursing

care. Nursing interventions appear simple and straight forward at times but

they are rooted in sophisticated and etegant thought processes.

Reflection

The process of reftection entaits an examination of fietdwork to

devetop specific setf images during the data coltection process. lt requires

that one engage in self examination surrounding details that previously

were difficutt to see (Lauterbach & Becker,1996\. Reflection was

accomptished primarity through the use of personal journal entries and also
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fieldnotes, but onty to a certain extent. These setf images portray a novice

researcher who fett tike an imposter during the initial phase of the research

project. Journal writing had not been a habit of mine and this further

added to my sense of insincerity. There were etements of uncertainty and

bewitderment about the initiat interviews. My journa[ entry after the initial

interview with a BMT nurse states "l don't know if this interview was any

good. Witt it give me what I need to know" (p.5). As the interviews

progressed I grew more confident with my interviewing skitts and more

natural in my journal writing.

lnterviewing the PC nurses created a new type of anxiety. At this

point I was more retaxed with the interviews but I had difficutty

understanding their responses. I note my journal entry after the first

interview with a PC nurse states "Qu'est que what c'est ca!" which aptty

reftects my profound bewilderment. ln retrospect I found that I had quickty

gained an appreciation for the BMT nurses' perspective because it was more

simitar to my own experience. The PC nurses offered a very different

viewpoint that was difficutt for me to comprehend initiatty. As I progressed

with the interviews the responses from the PC nurses started sound more

famitiar and made more sense to me. I commented on this to one of the

last participants interviewed and she stated "You either get it or you don't"

(p.15) and I wondered in my journal how she woutd categorize me.

The combination of reflection and reflexivity enabled a greater

appreciation of the true nature of research. Further a greater



understanding of hope emerged which incorporated my own betiefs as a

nurse.

Recommendations

Recommendations in the areas of nursing practice, nursing education,

nursing administration and nursing research are inctuded based on literature

review and the imptications of this study.

Nursing Practice

Hope is an important aspect of coping with ittness. Patients are more

tikety to appraise illness and stress as manageabte if they are hopefut (Hirth

& Stewart, 1994; Post-White et a[, 1996). Through skittfut interactions with

patients that affirm personhood, nurses can buitd trust and foster hope.

Nurses need to recognize the importance of assessing hopefutness in their

patients. Additional resources and time may be required for patients who

are assessed as lacking hope in order to prevent them from becoming

further marginalized and isotated.

Nurses may experience tension retated to decisions surrounding how

or when to foster hope in patients. Thus they need to devetop a process for

ethical decision-making surrounding hope such as that suggested by Simpson

(7002). Further nurses need to recognize the importance of religiosity for

some patients in the maintenance of hope. Nurses need to become more

comfortabte in assessing for retigiosity so that proper resources can be put
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in place for patients to express themsetves in manner that is retigiousty

significant to them.

Nursing Education

New nurses coming into the work force must be prepared in programs

that recognize hope as an important etement of coping with ittness. lt must

be emphasized that hope need not onty be tinked with cures and good

heatth. lt should be stressed that cures are frequentty not forthcoming.

Rather curricuta should emphasize the importance of assessing hope from

the patient's perspective as part of developing a retationship that is

hetpfut. Finatty students shoutd be encouraged to discuss situations that

create ethical ditemmas as part of their ctinical experience. This woutd

encourage them to begin to develop a process for moral decision-making.

Administration
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Fostering hope in patients requires skittful. interactions that attow

nurses and patients to connect in a meaningful way and to devetop trust.

These types of interactions require time. Patient assignments need to be

reasonable in order to afford nurses the time to estabtish trusting

retationships with patients. Further nurses who are new to the profession

must be mentored and supported throughout their transition into the

workplace. lnstitutional support is necessary to assist nurses with moral

ditemmas surrounding their own hopes and those of their patients.



More research is required to further detineate the concept of hope,

as it retates to nurses, its dimensions and its component parts. Hope is a

comptex phenomenon and it needs to be researched as such. Further

research coutd inctude the fottowinp:

decision-making processes involved in the inspiration of hope and

how the patients that they affect view these decisions.

Nursing Research

Longitudina[ ethnographic research coutd examine if and how nurses'

conceptuatization of hope is inftuenced as they evotve from novice to

expert practitioners.
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A combination of quatitative and quantitative methodotogies could

examine Ínterventions that foster hope in patients. Wett-developed

hope scates could be used in combination with ethnography to

examine the efficacy of such interventions.
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My name is Eliette Allec. I am a graduate student with the

Masters of Nursing Program at the university of Manitoba. As partial

fulfillment of this program I am conducting a research study entitled "Exploring

the concept of Hope among Nurses working on Palliative care and Bone

Marrow Transplant units". Existing research exploring the concept of hope

among nurses is limited.

I would like to interview approximately 20 nurses to explore their
personal experiences and perceptions related to the concept of hope. Should

you agree to participate, I will arrange an interuiew at your convenience, and

at a location of your choice. This interview will last about one hour and it will

be audio taped. A follow-up phone call lasting about 20 minutes will also be

required to clarify some information. You will also be asked to complete a

short sociodemographic questionnaire at the end of the interview. All nurses

agreeing to the interview process will be asked to sign a consent form. The

interview will last about one hour.

There is no obligation on your part to parlicipate in this study.

Should you decide to participate in this study you are free to withdraw at any

time with no explanation required and no negative consequences will result.

Your name will never be used. No information will be shared in any manner

that can be traced to your name.

Explanation of Study

153

There is no known benefit to you should you agree to participate.

However, indirect benefit may occur for nurses working on Palliative Care

Units and Bone Marrow Transplant Units as more becomes known about this

concept



and how it relates to nursing practice. Participating nurses will be asked to
provide feedback during the research process and when the results are

compiled. Each participant will receive a summary of my preliminary analysís

and this will be followed by a discussion, either by phone or in person,

whichever is most convenient for you. This discussion will last about 30

minutes.

lf you have any further questions regarding this research study

please feelfree to contact me at (204) 889-3082 or (204)TBT-3274. you may

wish to contact my Thesis committee chairperson, Dr. David Gregory, at

(204) 474-e201.

By providing your name and phone number, you are indicating an

interest in participating in the study. This means that I will contact you to

further pursue this interest.

Name
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Phone Number

Print
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Appendix E



Exploring the concept of Hope among Nurses working on palliative

Care and Bone Marrow Transplant Units

Research Participant lnformation and Gonsent Form

Researcher:

supported in part by a research grant from the Health sciences centre
Research Foundation.

This consent form, a copy of which will be left with you for your records

and reference is only part of the process of informed consent. lt should

give you the basic idea of what the research is about and what your

participation will involve. lf you would like more detail about something

mentioned here, or information not included here, you should feel free

to ask. Please take the time to read this carefully and to understand any

accom panying information.

Purpose of Studv

Eliette Allec

ts6

This research study is being conducted to study the concept of hope

as it is perceived and practiced by nurses working in Palliative Care and by

nurses working with Bone Marrow Transplant patients. A total of 2O nurses

will participate in this study.

Studv Procedures

lf you take part in this study you will be interviewed about your

perception of hope in the care of patients on the Palliative CarelBone Marrow
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Transplant Unit for approxímately one and one half hours, on off duty hours.

This interview will be tape recorded and later typed word for word. A follow-

up phone call lasting about 20 minutes may be necessary to clarify specific

points or information. The location and timing of the interview will be your

choice. You will be asked to complete a short one page, socio-demographic

questionnaire at the end of the inte¡view. You will be provided with a

preliminary analysis of the study and called for feedback during the research

process and when the results are compiled. The research staff will obtain

your feedback by calling you on the phone at a time that is convenient for
you. The phone call will last no longer then 30 minutes.

ln this study you will be considered in one of two study groups, which

include the Palliative Care Unit group or the Bone Marrow Transplant Group.

Your placement will be determined by the workplace setting that you currently

occupy.

Risk and Discomforts

There are no known direct risks for participation in this study. lf you

become upset or troubled during the interview the following steps will be

taken:

a. The interview wíll be stopped and you will be allowed to

compose yourself.

b.

c.

You will be offered the number of the Employee Assistance Program so that

the further counseling and support can be obtained.

You will be offered reassurance and clarification as necessary.

You will be consulted as to whether or not to continue or

reschedule the interview.



Benefits

There are no known direct benefits to you for taking part in this
research study. The findings of the study may indirectly affect current nursing
practice through the acquisition of new information about the concept of hope

and how it relates to nursing practice.

Costs

There are no costs associated with this study other then the time that
you take to pafticipate in the interview.

Payment for Participation

You will receive no payment or reimbursement for any expenses

related to taking part in this study.

Confidentialitv

lnformation gathered in this research study may be published or presented in
public forums, however your name and other identifying information will not

be used or revealed. Despite efforts to keep your personal information

confidential, absolute confidentiatity cannot be guaranteed. Your personal

information may be disclosed if required by law. The only people that will

have access to the interview transcripts will be the members of the thesis

committee including Dr. David Gregory, Dr. susan Mcclement from the

Faculty of Nursing at the university of Manitoba, Jill raylor Brown MSW,

RSW from Cancer Care Manitoba, and a typist. A code number will identify

these transcripts.

The tape recordings, the transcripts, the sociodemographic

questionnaires, and the consent forms will be kept locked and separate from

each other in a secure location. After a period of seven years, the tapes will
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be erased and the transcripts, questionnaires, and consent forms will be

destroyed.

Voluntarv ParticipationMithdrawal for the Studv

Your decision to take part in this research study is strictly voluntary.

You are free to withdraw from this study at any time, without question or

untoward effect. During the interview any question can be refused and/ or the
interview can be terminated, at any time. During the interview, you are free to

request that no tape-recorder be used, or that the tape recorder be turned off
at any time.

Your signature on this form indicates that you have understood to your

satisfaction the information regarding participation in the research project and

agree to participate as a subject. ln no way does this waive your legal rights

nor release the researchers, sponsors, or involved institutions from their legal

and professional responsibilities. You are free to withdraw from the study at

any time, and/or refrain from answering any questions you prefer to omit,

without prejudice or consequence. Your continued participation should be as

informed as your initial consent, so you should feel free to ask for clarification

or new information throughout your participation.

Eliette Allec(204) 889 3087

This research has been approved by the Nursing/Education Research
Ethics Board. lf you have any concerns or complaints about this project
you may contact any of the above-named persons or the Human Ethics
secretariat at 474-7122. A copy of this consent form has been given to

you to keep for your records and reference.
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Padicipants Signature :

Print :

Researchers Signature

Print

lf you wish to receive a summary of the research findings you will write

your name and permanent address below. A copy will then be fon¡yarded to

you upon completion of the study.

Date

Name

Date

Address
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Generalized Hope: sense of some future beneficial but indeterminate

developments.

1.

2.

How did you come to work on the Palliative carelBone Marrow

Transplant Unit?

What have been your major sources of satisfaction and

enjoyment in nursing on the Palliative CarelBone Marrow

Transplant Unit?

lnterview Questions

Particularized hope: concerned with a particularly valued outcome, good or
state of being.

3.

4.

5.

Please complete the following sentence: I chose to work on the

Palliative care or Bone Marrow Transplant unit because I believe

I can contribute by ...

What are some of your hopes?

What do you hope for as you provide nursing care to your

patients?

162

Cognitive Dimension: Focuses on the processes by which individuals think,

learn, generalize, judge and perceive in relation to hope.

6.

7.

How would you describe what hope is or what you mean when

you talk about hope as it pertains to your nursing practice?

How would you define hope as it relates to your practice as a

nurse?

What kinds of things do you look at or consider when deciding

the likelihood of attaining certain hopes related to patients in your

care?

How does having hope help you as a nurse? How does having

hope hinder you?

B.

o
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Behavioral: actions taken to directly effect the desired outcome or to achieve

a hope.

'10.

11.

12.

What are the behaviors that a hopeful person engages in?

How do you incorporate hope into your practice as you provide

care to patients?

Tell me a story about when you think you accomprished this most

effectively. Do you have any stories whereby this was not

accomplished effectively?

Contextual Dimension: focuses upon those life situations that surround,

influence and are a part of persons' hope. The circumstances that occasion

hope.

13.

14.

What are some the factors that shape your hopes and

determines the limits of hope as it relates to nursing practice and

the provision of nursing care.

How does working on the Palliative Care/Bone Marrow

Transplant Unit affect or influence what you hope for your

patients.

Affective Dimension: sensations and emotions that are part of hoping process

15.

16.

What are some of the feelings (good and bad)that you

experience as nurse and that you associate most closely to

hopefulness?

How does it make you feel to work with patients and or nurses

who, you think, exhibit a high degree of

hopefulness/hopelessness?

Have are suffering and hope related?17.

Affiliative Dimension: the hoping person's sense of relatedness or

involvement beyond self. lt includes components of socíal interactions,



attachment and intimacy. lt is characterized by relationships with people,

both living and dead and also with God and other living things.

18.

19.

What have been your major sources of hope as you provide

nursing care to patients on the Palliative CarelBone Marrow

Transplant Unit?

Describe an interaction with a patient that you found particularly

hopeful. What factors contributed to that interaction?

Have there been occasions where you and the patient/family

were hoping for different outcomes related to treatments you

were providing? lf so can you describe the event? How did this

change your practice?

20.

Temporal Dimension: the hoping person's experience of time in relation to

hopes and hoping.

21.

22.

164

How does your past experience as nurse affect what you hope

for your patients presently in your care?

How do hopes surrounding future outcomes of patient care afrect

how you interact with you patient in the present time?

Further Questions:

23-

24.

Why is hope important?

How is truth and hope related?
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Scociodemographic Questionnaire

Please answer the following questions:

Circle the applicable answer

1. Gender Male / Female

2. Marital Status ... Single; Partnered; Married; Divorced; Separated;

Widowed

3. I work on the ......Palliative Care Unit / Bone Marrow Transplant Unit

Please Complete

a. Religious affiliation

i. Practicing

ii. Non-practicing

b. Age

166

c. Number of years of professional practice

d. Number of years experience working on this unit

i. Full time

i¡. Paft time

e. Educational background (diploma / B.N. / M. N.)

f . Are you presently working toward another

degree?

Thank You

i. Nursing

ii. Non- Nursing
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Participant ldentification Codes

Green

07 ---------

--------- Blue

------------ Red
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09 --------

-- Teal

1 0 ---------------

---- Aqua

11

Coral

----- Yellow

-- Fiusha

Mauve

Orange




